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·-ANNEX XII 

IFC PROGRAM 

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN 

IFC Brief January 1972 

(Rs. 4.76 =us $1.00) 

I. Membership 

The Islamic Republic of Pakistan became a member of 
IFC on July 20, 1956. Its subscription to IFC capital stock is $1,108,000 
(1.03% of the total) and its number of votes is 1,358 (1.04% of the total). 

II. Existing Investments 

IFC commitments in Pakistan total $28 million in nine 
projects. Two· have been repaid and one, representing the only commitment 
in East Pakistan was cancelled by the sponsor. The outstanding balance 
for the six actiye investments is $15.6 million including a conti ngent 
commitment of $1 million which is unlikely to be utilized. These commit
ments are summarized in Annex I. 

On January 2, President Bhutto ordered the nationalization 
of major• Pakistani industries and moved to break up "undue concentration 
of economic power". According to a Bank official the :intent is not 
expropriati on but to replace family clan management with competent pro
fessionals appointed by the Government. It has been stated that companies 
with large foreign ownership, assuring strong management, would not be 
affected. It is not · yet clear how these policies will be implemented and 
neither the short nor the medium term implications can yet be assessed. 
An IFC Mission is scheduled to vi sit Pakistan to review the status and 
prospects of our investments in late January. 

Existing investments are: 

Ismail Cement Industries (cement) 

IFC made invest ments in the Company in 1962 and 1965 
totalling $5.7 million. Current outstanding is $3.3 million, $2.9 
million in debt and $417,000 (at cost) i n equity, representing 6% owner
ship. ~x. Naseer Shaikh and his group own 36% of the shares, and control 
the Company under a Hanaging Agency arrangement; there are no foreign 
shareholders other than IFC. 
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The Company faces serious financial and technical 
problems, with a deteriorated plant capable of operating at only L5% of 
capacity.. This situation is a result of adverse market and price 
conditions, combined with management policies that emphasized dividends 
at the expense of adequate spares and replacement parts. An IFC Mission 
visited the Company in September 1971 and it was agreed that Rs. 10 million 
should be raised immediate~ to import necessary spares and replacement 
parts to bring the .plant up to 66% of capacity. The Company has requested 
IFC to assist in this financing. We have replied that such expenditures 
should normally be financed from a company's own resources and~e not 
appropriate for IFC investment. The Company was informed that completion 
of satisfactory arrangements for raising .the required Rs. 10 million 
is a condition for IFC consideration of debt rescheduling.' 

The principal repayment of $227,000 due October 1, 1971 
remains unpaid, but interest was paid. 

Cement is one of the ten industries selected for national
ization and Mr. Naseer Shaikh is one of the twenty-two families. We are 
i;nformed that th~ company mctnagement has been taken over by government 
appointees, but no further information is available. 

Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation (DFC) -

• PICIC was incorporated in 1957; in 1963 IFC invested 
$486,000 in equity. Current outstanding is $449,000, representing 3% of 
the equity. IFC works very well and clcsely with PICIC vJhich is one of 
the more mature and well-run DFC 1s, ~~th cGmpetent management and staff. 

As of September 30, 1971 PICIC had outstanding investments 
in ·East Pakistan amounting toRs. 40L million, representing 32% of its 
total portfolio. The DFC Department is reporting on PICIC in more detail. 

Crescent Jute Products Ltd. (jute) 

In 1964 IFC made a loan of $2 willion to the Company, 
partially convertible into equity. Current outstanding is $1.2 million. 
The Amin-Bashir family group originally ovmed 30% of the shares; sub
sequently this was increased to at least 52% held through another Arr~n
Bashir company, Crescent Textiles. IFC has not exercised its conversion 
rights; there are no foreign shareholders. 

The Company has consistently operated at a loss, mainly 
due to poor management, and by September 1970 haci a negative net worth of 
Rs. 1 million. IFC negotiated a guarantee of the loan by Crescent Textile, 
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one of the strongest companies in the group, as a condition for a re
scheduling of the debt approved by the IFC Board · in December 1970. 

A major problem for the Company will be to re~establish 
sources of supply for jute on satisfactory terms now that supply fran 
East Pakistan is interrupted. 

The Amin-Bashir group is one of the twenty-two families. 
We have no inforn~tion on the current status of Crescent Textiles. 

Packages Ltd. · (paper and paperboard packaging products) 

In 15'64 IFC financed an ·expansion of the Company with an 
investment of $3.2 million. Current outstanding is $1.8 million, $1.2 
in debt and $605,000 (at cost) in equity representing 9% ownership. The 
Wazir Ali fami Jy group owns 35% of the shares and Swedish partners own 20%. 
Relationship between the partners is very good. 

The Company is considered one of the best managed in 
Pakistan and is now providing technical assistance to other companies in 
Africa and Indonesia. The ~ompany had approached IFC for financin~ a 
further expansion, which appears ·t-rell-conceived," but requested us in early 
December to hold the p~oject in abeyance. 

The vlazir Ali group is one of the twenty-two families. 
We have no information on the present status vis-a-Vis the Government. 

Pakistan Paper Corp. Ltd. (paper) 
. , 

In 1967 IFC invested $.5. 2 ··million in the Company. Current 
outstanding is $4.9 million, $2.9 million in debt and $2.0 million (at 
cost) representing 20% of the equity. The Hoti family group owns 23% of 
the shares and a German Consortium of equipment suppliers owns 20%. 

The project has suffered from a series of financial and 
technical problems, compounded by strong-v1illed but inefficient Pakistani 
top management. Relations between the Pakistanis and the technical manage-

• ment and construction teams supplied by the German Consortium have been 
strained. Project completion and the Guarantee Test Run were scheduled 
for August 1970 but mechanical completion was delayed until Februa~ 1971. 
The plant produced paper from April through July, but at a very lo't-r level 
of capacity, and quality Has barely acceptable. After a shut-down for 
repairs in August the plant has been producing paper of a low but ·, 
commercially acceptable quality, but at only 30% of capacity. 

The Guarantee Test Run scheduled for November 2.5 was 
aborted because of power failures and a drive-motor breakdown. The 
independent consultant supervising the Test Run has returned to the U.S. 
and confirms the IFC engineering opinion that the plant is basically sound 
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but will require fairly extensive reworking or replacement in certain 
sections. The Guarantee Test Run was to have set the stage for a meeti ng 
of' all parties, including IFC and the other financial institutions, to sort 
out the claims, counter-clairns and contractual responsibili tie~ between 
the Company and the German Consortium and to provide . for more effective 
management. Most of the German management and construction personnel have 
left Pakistan. The next step is to reschedule the Guarantee Test Run as 
soon as this is feasible and arrange a meeting of the parties preferably 
after, but if necessary before, the Guarantee Test Run. · 

Owing to procedural delays, the debenture issue of Rs. 7.5 
million has not yet been completed; the closing is expected shortly. 
Interest and principal payments due IFC on October 1, 1971 of $449,000 
remain unpaid. IFC and the other financial institutions have agreed to 
refrain from taking action on arrears due through December 31, 1971 pending 
discussions of company prospects and possible debt rescheduling. 

The Hotis are one of the twenty-two families. The Company 
sends IFC a weekly production and sales cable and the last received, dated 
January 8, indicated no abnormal events. The position of the Company vis-a
vis the Government remains unclear. , 
Dawood Hercules Chemicals Ltd. (fertilizer) 

In ·1968 the Bank and IFC jointly financed the Company; the 
Bank loaned $32 million and IFC invested $2.9 million representing 10% of 
the equity.. IFC also entered into a contingent loan commitment of $1 million 
to cover possible foreign exchange over-runs; this is not expected to be 
utilized. The Dawood family grcup ovms 40% of the shares and Hercules Inc. 
40%. . , 

The plant was completed substantially on schedule, and 
reached 100% of desjgn capacity on November 13, 1971. It is anticipated 
that by end January the Company wi ll have completed its contractual start
up period and will be in full commercj._al production, despit e bombi ng damage 
which has now been repaired. 

The Dawoods are one of the twenty-two families. A 
Bank staff, however, has stated that the Company is not expected to be 
affected in vi ew of the substantial foreign investment. We have been 
informed that the Company has been instructed by the Government to cancel 
the limited Managing Agency Agreement ~rith the Dawood group. 

III. Preliminary Pro j ects 

There are no new projects under active consideration. 
IFC has, however, been approached on t wo projects during the past six months, 
future progress on v-.rhich is uncertain. 
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Packages Ltd. 

Expansion into production of semi-chemical pulp, a new 
paper board machine and manufacture of multi-wall paper bags. Total cost 
is estimated at $20 million of which $7 - 8 million would be in foreign 
exchange. The Company is good and the project appears well conceivedw It 
has been temporarily shelved at the request of the sponsor. 

BECO Industries Ltd. 

Backward integration into steel production with arc 
furnace and continuous casting based on scrap, mainly imported. The 
sponsor is not one of the twenty-two families, but both this project and 
the existing engineering parent are in sectors that the Government proposes 
to nationalize. Future prospects are uncertain . 

• 

T. Bad dar ( IFC ) 

January · 14, 1972 

• 

. · ~ 

."' 



Steel Corporation of 
~akistan, Ltd. 

Af amjee Industries Ltd. 

Ismail ·cement Indus-
tries Ltd. 

Pakistan Industrial 
Credit & Invest-
ment Corp. Ltd. 

Crescent· Jute Prod-
ucts Ltd. 

Packages Ltd. 

Pakistan Paper Corp •. 
Ltd. 

Dawood Hercules 
Chemicals Ltd. 

Karnaphuli Paper 
Mills Ltd. 

T. Baddar ( IFC ) 

January 14, 1972 

PAKISTAN 

Surmnary of Investments, as of December 31, 1971 

Original 
Type of Business FY Commitments Loan ---

Rolled Steel Products 1958 630,000 REPAID 

Textiles 1959 750,000 REPAID 

1962, 
Cement 196.5 .5,668,406 . 2,895,216 

Development 1963, 
Finance 1969 486}246 --

, . ': ,. 

Textiles 1965 1,950,000 .. 1,205,579 

Paper Products 1965 3,151,662 1,207,000 

Paper 1967 .5,219,088 2~. 872' .543 ... 

Ferti .lizers 1969 3,923,254 1,000,000 

Pulp ·& Paper 1969 .6,230,001 CANCELLED . 
TarAL 28,008,6.57 9,180,338 

.. 

·~ 

TABLE I 

Undisbursed 
Equity / Total Balance 

417,327 3,312,543 

449,400 449,400 

-- 1,205,579 

604,945 1,811,94.5 

2,019,088 4,891,631 

2,923,254 3,923,2.54 1,000,000 

6,414,0lh 15,.594,3.52 . 1,000,000 



THE PAKISTAN INDUSTRIAL CREDIT AND INVES'IMENT CORPORATION LIMITED (PICIC) 
(us$1 = Rs. 4.76) 

Bank Group Involvement 

1. PICIC has received 8 Bank loans totalling $183.1• mj llion. (The 8th 
loan of $40 million was made in May 1969). The amount now outstanding is 
~_million, of which about 40! or $49 million in East Pakistan and about 
6~ "llion in West p~; _+ag Almos t ail t he amount is committed; 

e undisbursed ba a ce lS only $5 million. PICIC would probably have had a 
ninth loan a year ago, had it not been for the political and economic situation 
of Pakistan. 

2. IFC holds 200,000 shares, which were subscribed in April 1963 at par 
(Rs. 10) at a total cost of $449,400. This investment now pays a 12.5% dividend, 
and so far has yielded IFC a return of 9.18% per annum over the life of the 
investment. IFC has the right to nominate a director in PICIC's Board. Since 
January 1970, Sir Ernest Vasey has represented IFC. 

Problems and Issues 

3. Because of the recent development, PICIC has lost its East ~§~ 
~nvest~s with outstanding loans and iOVest ment s amounting to Rs. 404 million 
or 3:2%& total por t ful..i.Q .. - This 1 · · · equity of 
Rs. 176 .million.. Also, the general eco omic slowdown in West P n in 
that may continue at least during the forma ernment policies, 
coupled with the loss of the East Pakistani make it diffic t for 

of . lJ ' PICIC' s 

4. PICIC's ownership and staff are heavily concentrated in ~st Pakistan. 
Only 1.4% of PICIC's shares are held by East Pakistani firms and individuals. 
Only five directors in PICIC's Board of tre total 21 are from East Pakistan. 
Only 20 professional staff out of PICIC's total of 129 are from East Pakistan, 
all of whom were assigned in Dacca office. PICIC's Management and Staff would 
be able to continue its operation in West Pakistan. 

5. The main problem PICIC now faces is how to deal with the loss of East 
Pakistani projects. Pending the final settlement, PICIC may ask the Bank to 
consider rescheduling the repayments of Bank loans or ask for a suspension in 
respect of the amounts used to finance the East Pakistani projects. 

6. Another issue concerns the Government view toward PICIC, whether it is 
to be nationalized or remain as a private compaqy. As of now, there is no 
reason to believe PICIC will be nationalized; there is some reason to believe 
it will not. But PICIC's Board is likely to be ~trans~ormed, and its policies 
may be reoriented. 

Attachments: Fbr ready reference, data on PICIC's breakdown for East and 
West Pakistan, are attached. 

' 



PAiaSTAN INDUSTRIAL CREDIT AND INVESTMENT CORPORATION 

Ownership of the Share Capital as of September 30, 1971 

East Pakistan 
West Pakistan 1/ 
Government of Pakistan indirectly-

Total Pald.stan 

Foreign Financial Institutions 
IFC 

in Rs. million 

0.81 
30.40 
6.57 

37-78 

20.22 
2.00 

60.00 

Domicile of Board of Directors as of September 3ry, 1971 

% of total 

1.4 
50.7 
10.9 

63.0 

33-7 
3-3 

100.0 

East Pakistan West Pakistan Total 

Elected -Pakistani Directors 
Representing Government of Pakistan 
Foreign Directors 
IFC Director 
Managing Director 

Total 

Location of Offices on September 30, 

Head Office 
Regional Offices 
Branch Offices 

Total 

4 
1 

_5 

1971 

East Pakistan 

1 

1 

Professional Staff as of September 30, 1971 

East Paldstan 

Head Office 
Regional Offices 20 
Branch Offices 

Total 20 

8 
2 

11 

West Pakistan 

1 
1 
3 

_5_ 

West Pald.stan 

98 
8 
3 

109 

12 
3 

(4) 
(1) 
1 

~) 

Total 

1 
2 
3 

6 

Total 

98 
28 
~ 

129 

All the staff work in the regions they come from, i.e. PIClD employed only 20 
East Pakistanis on September 30, 1971. 

y Owned by the National Bank of Pakistan which is controlled by the 
Government. 



PICJD (Continued) - 2 -

Loan Approvals from Inception to September 30, 1971 

(Rs. million) 

East Pakistan 
West Pakistan 

Total 

1958 to 1968 1969 

478 
1,217 

1,695 

119 
283 

402 

Outstanding I.Qan Portfolio as of Se;etember 30, 

East Pakistan 
West Pakistan 

Total 

Outstandin 

East Pakistan 
West Pakistan 

Total 

1971 up 
1970 to Se;et.30 

102 34 
188 135 

290 169 

1971 

Rs. million 

378.4 
802.2 

lzl80.6 

Rs. million 

25.8 
68.7 

94.5 

Princi;eal and Interest in Arrears as of September 30, 1971 

Rs. million 

East Pakistan · 
West Pald.stan 

Total 

Status of Bank Loans as of November 30z 1971 

28.28 
29.31 

57.59 

Total 
.Amount 

733 
12822 

2,556 

% 

32.1 
67.9 

100.0 

% 

27.3 
72.7 

100.0 

100.0 

Outstanding ( $ million) % ------
East Pakistan 
West Pakistan 

Total 

49.0 
73.5 

122.5 

40.0 
60.0 

100.0 

% 

28.7 
71.2 

100.0 



THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK OF PAKISTAN LIMITED (IDBP) 
(US$1 = Rs. 4.76) 

Bank Group Involvement 

1. DBP was granted an 
$12.8 million is committed, of w ~ch 
in West Pakistan. Outst 
East and $5 million~i~n~W~e~st~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Problems and Issues 

2. IDBP Head Office in Dacca was moved to Karachi in December 1971. 
All East Pakistani staff including Mr. Huq, Managing Director, have been 
relieved of their duties. Whether documents, accounts and records kept at 
Dacca Head Office were transferred to Karachi is unknown. If not, this will 
no doubt cause problems for final settlement of IDBP's claims and liabilities 
with respect to East Pakistani projects. 

). East Pakistani shareholdings represent only 2.9% of IDBP 1 s share 
capital. 60% of the shares are held by the Central Cbvernment and national 
institutions. Of the 11 directors of IDBP 1 s · Board, 4 are from East Pakistan. 
The distribution of ownership and directors will not cause immediate problems 
to IDBP 1s operation in West Pakistan. However, of the total professional 
staff of 361, about 175 are from East Pakistan. IDBP may have some staff 
constraints. Besides, it needs to have a new Managing Director and to supplement 
its top management staff vacated b.Y East Pakistanis. Nevertheless, IDBP has 
been operating in West Pakistan and is likely to continue to operate. 

4. .IJJBP has Jost its i pyestm&IJ+s j u East Pakistan, with an outstanding 
amount of E.s. 4§9 mjJ 1 iaTJ o,,x: h?% of tQtal EOl:tfoJ~. This loss is more than 
4 times IDBP's e ui 08 · lion. The effects of the bifurcat~on on 

~ e similar to those on PICIC, but more serious than in PICIC's case, 
in view of its larger involvement in the East. Like PICIC, it will face 
difficulty in collecting loans from its clients in West Pakistan. 

5. IDBP received an IDA Credit, and borrower is the Government. 
case of PICIC, the Government is guarantor, and PICIC the borrower.) 
IDBP may work out rescheduling of its repayments with the Cbvernment. 

(In 
Thus, 

Attachment: For ready reference, data on IDBP, broken down for East and 
West Pakistan, are attached. 



INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK OF PAKISTAN 

Ownership of the Rs. 50 million share capital as of June 30, 1971 

East Pakistan 
West Pakistan 
Government of Pakistan (Central) 

Tota.l Pakistan 
Foreign Companies 

Total 

Domicile of Board of Directors as of 

in Rs. million 

October 11, 

1.47 
19.26 
25.50 
46.23 
3·77 

50.00 

1971 

% of total 

2.9 
38.5 
51.0 
92.4 
7.6 

100.0 

East Pakistan West Pakistan Total 
Appointed by Government 

Chairman 1 1 
Managing Director 1 1 
Other (Government Officials) 1 5 6 

Elected by shareholders 1 2 3 

Total 4 7 11 

Location of Regional Offices and Branches as of September 30, 1971 

Head Office 
R~gional Offices 
Branch Offices 

Total 

Professional staff as of June 30, 1971 

Head Office 
Regional Offices 
BrC\nch Offices 

Total 

East Pakistan West Pakistan Total 

1 
1 
6 

8 

East Pakistan 

141 
78 
26 

245 

2 
7 

9 

West Pakistan 

98 
18 

116 

1 
3 

13 

17 

Total 

141 
176 

44 

361 

70 West Pakistanis worked at the Head Office, Dacca on June 30, 1971. The 
number of East and West Pakistanis is thus 175 and 186 respectively. 



IDBP (Continued) - 2 -

Loan Approvals from inception to June 30, 1971 

East Pakistan 
West Paldstan 

Total 

(Rs. million) 

1961 to June 30, 1969 1969-76bi 

876 
12261 

2,137 

137 
122 

259 

1970-71 

91 
90 

181 

Total 
Amount L 
1,104 43 
lz473 _2_ 

22577 100 

Outstanding Loan Portfolio as of June 30, 1970 and 1971 

June 302 1970 
Amount % 

June 30, 1971 
Amount % 

East Paldstn 426 43 464 42 
West Pakistan 559 57 640 58 

985 100 12104 100 

Outstanding Investment Portfolio as of June 30, 1971 

Rs. million ..:L 
East Paldstan 1.5 16 
West Pakistan 7-9 ___§k 

Total 9.4 100 

Principal and Interest in Arrears as of June 30{ 1971 
Rs. million) 

East Pakistan West akistan Total _2_ 

General IDBP cases 36.12 48.52 84.74 61 
Administered loans 34-76 34-76 25 
EPIDC 6.13 6.13 4 
EPSIC 3-13 3-13 2 
WPSIC 10.40 10.40 8 

Total 45-38 93.68 139.16 100 

% of total arrears 33% 67% 100% 

Credit No. 177-PAK as of November 30z 1971 (US$) 

East Pakistan West Pakistan Total 
No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount 

Authorized 6 4,654 26o6 

1,222 2376 

82134,803 49 12 2789,409 

Disbursed 1 4,9582199 6,180,575 

y' IDBP 1 s fiscal year is from July 1 to June 30. 
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Del~-:~ation ~-:ith Nr. NcH~n.:tr.:t 

-----------------
DECLASSIFIED 

PR 0 4 2013 
WBG ARCHIVES 

I. A meeting of the Pakist.:tn Delct;ation 1-t.ith Mr. Hc~Ic.r.tara· took place 
0r1 1:!cdnesd~y, Septer.1bcr . 29, 1971, at 8:30 ·a.m. in the Sheraton Park Hotel. 
'l'he Pakista1'1 Delegation cor~1prised: 

;;.}fr. S. U. Durrani, Governor, State Bank · of Pakist~:n1 
Hr. Aziz Ali F. 1·1uhai:t"TTeJ, Adviser, }'Iin:i.str'J of Fin.:tnce 
11r. ·N~ Syedu~z .:ln.:--n,, Jo:L.~t Secretary, ?-LinistrJ o.f Finance 
Hr. S. · Osman Ali., :S:<ccutj_ ve Director, II3IID 
Hr. A. R. Bashir, Economic H:i.nister, Pakistan El~1bassy. , . 

fl~so present: Hessrs. J. Burke ~napp, I.P.H. Cargill, G.B. Vota-...r, H.G. Blobcl, 
D. L. Gordo.n, and H. H. 1·Jiehcn. 

2. Nr. Durrani opened the meetin6 by CX:.Jl'i1Ssi:ng his r.-_;gret that 
iir. H.H. A.f1med 1·:as not. able to att0nd the J:.:m~ual I·Icetine D.s he had pl.1.::1.ned to C.o. 
1 ~. Ec1·Iamar6. £:.sked Hr. J.Jurrarli to tr<..~nsr:ri t ·his · oes t 1-;ishe~> for a speedy roco'tCr'J 
to Hr. N.1·1. Ah11:cd. . - ~ 

3. Thereafter Hr. Dxt·rc..ni' 1-;"5. th reference to tho I3:.!1k Is Jtm.e 1971 
r:.;~)ort on East Pakistan, c.:-.!.id his Gov2.::'lu-:ent i·:oJJJ.d llke to kno·.r 1·.!hat precau
tic:ls the B0nk had t.J.kt~n to D.Ss'J.re tl:at its rc;;orto >::ou.ld in future not be 
rr·;.'<.!.i1able to those for ":·~ho!~l they ~·~~rc not intcr.<lod. The q:..testion rc:;:aincd nn-
.:l11s-: .. ~cred. 

• 
h. · Hr. Durrani thc:1 brj_cfly dr;s\~l":l.bed the p:r·esant l:olitical .::..11d economic 
2ituation in Paki!:;tan, ~·:J.th the folJ.c·.-:int; r.1.:1jor p:Jints: ~~~!lt~ ect:eral ;-.:..::·ncsty 
dc:;elare:l for participc::.~ts in E-?.st p ,-_;_~j-~t.~"'1 1 s .(listur~)~J1Ci~S h:1~~ pd.rtiD_lly restored 
confidence. A no-::·; constitution 1·:.:-~c t!.cu;J.t to be ::!!1.~1Qt~nccd; it ~-iould be presented 
to the Hation.::.l Asse:;nhly after the bj·-clectio:t::> ~--[~Lch 2.1·~ ~le:cessa.r·j to fill 
;.~.:~cant se:J.ts in E::-~st PcJ-::i;.rt:lll. Tho 1Jy-elcct:i.r:;nc ;. :culd 1~:)-:·:, .:::.fter a brief post
p~nEm:ent, be held in late I'ccr~n:bcr,; ~end the llc:tior-1ol Ass8(·.:·oly 't.'OtL1d-- convene 
e~rly next ye2.1'. The nppointrr.ent of Dr. Halik a;~ the hc:J.cl of a ci vili311 
goverrulle...rtt in East P akl st<.;.n ''das a big ,:jtcp for~-T~Lrd. 

5. Regarding the economic situation, ~·rr. Durrani f:Lr ~]t sw8narized the 
findings of a State Bank l'eport on E~:st Pakist.?-..'1 that 1-:23 nrcp?.red last August 
( cuJ.d of ~·::hich he had earlier g.L vGn co~)ies to the 13-::.n}-: staff) • He hi;::)ilighted 
th·3 situation of the ,juto sector,; ~ -:hile movc;7:cnt of jute 0.t all levels had 
bct?:n con:pletely di::>ru.ptcclJ the very r;pGcial efl'ol''l.:.s oi' tho Goverru-:;cnt in this 
fiGld ha.d been snccessfttlJ and jute l·:a::> moving ;;Gn.in in s c-:.tisf~ctory volumes 
( r:h:t!'ing July exports re~.chcd 75 percent of July 1970 levels). All co::.;mcrcial 
b::21k branches ( nxccpt for <) in bo::r.'dsr areas) h.~~.-,-c been reopcmed, spcci.:Ll bank 
boot.hs h.:1ve been :3et up in ;jute coLlection area:-:>J and in so:..o region0 ·cash 1.-:ould 
bo flo~~n in by hclio-:)pter c~ier-J do.y if I:cccsc~ry. Indus·~:cial o.ctj_ vl ty ho.s 
r:;.:--.ched hit;h lc•icls' c'llld product~on ";,·Ja :3 ::~bout G:) t o 75 pe~'C C1t of nol'!:l.:;l. 
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Foodr;rc-~ins arc rc.:..chinG Chit tag on~ :i.n r;u.f.r ~c:tc~ ~o - · I~, -and c:n·rancer.lc.!1 ts for 
. movc!:~cnt up-country are 1-:~11 in h.:'.!ld. The · recent r~10n~oon floods h.:1d c.:1uscd 
conGidL:r~blc d~;:t:l.GC ( v~uc of fooclcrains dcstro.ycd. ~bout $)0 r.1.Lllion, other 
prop,~rty dx~:l[;O '~bout ~:60 ·liti1lic:1), .:lboD.t 6. 5 million people h:td been affected 
by the 1·1oocts, t:nd concr~qucntly ir.tports of i'oodgrains. into East P~iGtD.Il t:ould 
have to be inc:re:1scd to 2. 5 Million t6nG in F'f 19'"(2. A vory larc:c public ·sector 
pror;r.::un has been prepared to cope ~\::i. th the specific problems fo.cing East Pakistan; 
about Rs. 250 r.;illion ( npprox:imatel:-l U3 :~)0 r.lillion equi V2.lent) i·:ould be spent 
this fiscal yc.1.r for reh~bilit.:1tion ( Hs. 1)0 million) a.'1d for reconsttuction . 
(Rs. 100 million). About one-.fourth of total development outlays 't-Iould be 
ch.:nnolcd into rUl'al "t·:orks. In general, .ongoing and flood control projects 
l·:ould have hic;h priority. · 

' 6. In Hest Pakistllll, the public sector is severely .squeezed, and 
Pakistnn 1 s balance of paJ-'l:~ents problem is c~using a serious constraint on the 
use of industrial cap.:tci ty. ~'!hile grca t success was beir!g achieved in exp311ding . · 
exports, s._OUL"ld b~lance of payments ma.:nagc1~ent -:.·Jould be impossible if all debt 
service ;:Ore to be paid in. full. 

' 7. 11r. Durrani continued that· it ·Has in this context that his Govcn11nent 
had requosted debt relief .frm:1 the Consortiu..r.1, and that tha ab0olut.e Id.nimtun 
needsd to overco~:~e. the present difficulties ~-:as $90 n-d.llion for the current 
fiscal year. He rec.llled th.:::t 0:1ly a fe~·: years ago Pakista..l'l. had been cited 
as a model~ for sov11d econo:nic development and said that, 1-:hile at present no 
develcpr-lt:nt.?..l prcr;ress 1-:as being m:::.de, the question 1·:as hou fast Pa.1{ist.:ln 1-:ould 
be ctble to ro•.rc1~ to its previous position. ~-Jith po.rticular regard to the 
informal !":leet.ir:g of Co!lsortium me;;-:bers set . J;or October 2, Hr. Durrani roqunstGd 
that the Bt:ink pl~y the role not of a neutral chairr..81, but of o.n active leader, 
ini tiatinr; n8:·: assist.:;.~1ce for Pakist21 a"!d also setting a d.J.te .for a full 
Consortiur;l r.l8ctins to cli~cuss lo:1.g-teTT.1 debt relief Dnd other long-range 
assistance. 

8. Jvlr. Hc'N.:i.mara replied that by ·cc;lling the October 2 meeting the Bank 
had inde8d taken ccn:-;idc:ro.ble i~1i tiati ve. This 1-:as done even though Consor
titU-:1 mcmcers had sh0:·m no enth'C_siasn ~t all to discuss the subject of debt 
relief. It ':·:'tlf) not clear ho-:r far the Co!1.Jortiu .. r:l COU21tries ':·~ere prcp3.rcd to 
go c .. t thj_s tirr:c, but the first hurdle to be taken clearly ~-~Cls to neutro..li ze 
the problems c2us•d by P~~(istan 1 s mor.:.torium. 1·tr. Eciiarnara said thai:. · one should 
be quite sc~tisficd that 0..ll Ccnsort,i'..l;':l r:o:~Ibers 1-~crc c.t lea.st prcp2.red to .:~.ttend 
the October 2 mcetin~. Er. C.:u·gill added th2t he felt se,.re!:·.:;.l decisions taken 
recently by ?rasidc!lt Yahya ~-:e:ce steps to·.:ard a poli t.i cal sol uti on, and that 
these should be gi ~1c:1 e:-:1phc:::.sis in Pc.kistan 1 s bil2.teral cl:i.Gcussio!'ls "::i th Con
sortiu?n cou ... 't1trie8. Hr. ?·~cr··.Jarr.ar.J. cor..clud'2d the discu0sion of this subject by 
rei tcrating that the B.:;nk -:;ould not get inYol ved in such political considera~ 
tions, but th2.t tf'.l3sc md.ttel,s 1-:ere import2.nt for PcJd.stan 1 s talks 1-:ith its 
bilater.:1.l creditors. 

In response to Nr. Du:rre:.ni 1 s q_1.1estion ·Fhen the Bank/IDA 1·Tould resume 
norn~al C'.Cti -v"ities in Pakistan, Hr. Cc>.rgill stated th2.t fresh cor:-.. m t.r.:ents could 
ha.rdly be r.:ade in tho absence o.f a de•icl8pr':ent plan, and th2..t the Bm1k 1.1ould 
instcu.d cc~"lcentr.J.tc first on a roacti ,,-c:..tion of the cristina uroJ· zcts in East 

0 .... 

PaJ~ist2.n. Hr. !-Ic~-L;;::-::.!J.ra ccnfir:~cd this vi.e-:i, citing as a particularly unfortunate 
cxar;;plc the Cyclone Hcconstruction project, ":-;hich had been C!pproved by the 
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Exccuti vc Directors ui thin 60 days after the cyclone; ~nd on lihich no1·T, nl.most 
nine months 1:.:. tcr, no prog ress h.::.d been made at ~ll.. Hr •. · C.:1reill said that a 

·technical rnis~:;ion t·:ould .visit EJ.st P.:1..kistM in tJ.bout 10 d;,.tys to dctc:rm:inc 
l:hethcr conditionG alloH in:plcr:1entation of this project to start . . Hr. Osmnn 
Ali expressed the hope that this r.lission 1·:ould le.J.d to so~c action by the Bank, 
and not just to .:mother miscion, as he claimed h.:'.d h.:1ppc.t1ed in the p:1~3t. 

1-tr. Dtu-rani e:r.ph.:lsized th:1t this project l;as related to a p~rticular purpose 
reconstruction of c;,rclonc cl~~.rn:lge -- .:.nd that Hi th 3Jl even loneer del.:ly t:.he 
project l:ould be less and less effccti vc. Hr. Hc?·fcunara a~ reed 1-:i th tho need 
for action as soon as fc .:.:sible, but he s.::.id that as long as cash had to be flo1·m 
to jute buyers by helicopter, the situation could not .really be considered 
normal. Besides, he added, there i·:crc very feH disbursement requests on other 
projects t-Jhere action depended entirely on the Government authorities. 

10. Hr. Aziz Ali, "t-:ith reference to the imraense ·shortage of rupees in 
Pakistan-~and the heavy flo~·r of debt service paymer1ts to the Bonk in the next 
feH -years, asked 1·rhcther the B.:tPJ</IDA 1-:rould consider non-project lending to 
Pakistan in the next year or t1.;o. Hr. 1·~c!·!ar:Iara replied th['~,·t, he ·t-:ould not rule 
this out during the entire period mentioned by lk. Aziz Ali, but that :i.n the 
present circumstances he coulP, not recoJTIJnend anything to the Executive Directors. 

11. In conclusion, Hr. NcNamara said that the reactivation of existing 
projects should get priority attention; 2nd that other Bank activities in 
Pakistan -vrould depend substantially on the progress achieved 1-;i th existing 
projects apd also on the outcome of the October 2 mceti11g of the Consort:.iwn • 

i 
I. 

• 
cc: Hr. R.S. HcHamara 

Nr. J . B • Kl1a ~P 
Mr. I.P.M. Cargill 
Hr. G.B. Vota-:·r .~ 1 , 
Hr. C.G.F.F. Hclmoth-to-."J· .. ~rf. 
Hr. H.G. Blobel 
Mr. H. If. \·lichen 
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_ANNEX· . XIII ( li) 

Sap~mber 28 1 1971 

I. ·.P. H. Cnrgill 

PAKISTAJf - Di!Jcussionn about Debt Re11ef 

As you will reme~bcr1 Mr. Azi~~ Ali arrived hero rl th instructions 
to seek th(~ 13-'l.l'l..~' a euppf.llrt for debt relief fra-:!1 the bilat~::·al ~olTlbcro 
o£ tho Consorti\L, in tl1.'3 oroer o.f US $150 million durin~; the tl;;'elvc
!!20nth p~r'"lod starting ~.fo~bar 1, 1971. This \>-.ras n.n a!'t)Ount ver.r much 
largor th£...'1"1 h.:.d been dincu:Jsed b9t":-;een Ar. Hnurice ~·Jilliclns nnd Hr. 
}-i. M. Ahnad in Isla".nabad in early :~cptembcr. In our view an a.'nount 
of about U::3 :-;.75 million ~-auld be ~!.ppropria t:~, nasU.~.in~; a m~all reduction 
1n ir.lports into Hes-t Pnkiztan durLYJ.:_;; the current fiscal year. You 
ltill recall that in our Scpt,-3!1ber 17th note t,() the Consortiu_'l \-10 i'..ad 
used, for illustrntiv3 purposes, .~::aunts of US $60, 75 t:.n'i 90 znillion. 
After our ini ti~l di~cun::5ichs \or'i t:-~ Adz Ali laot l;eek, ha reported to 
Islamabad &~d asked £or new inatructions. 

In a private m9otin~ with Hr. Durr~ni la3t Su..Ylday, ·r poL~ted 
out 'L~at t'Cn.ctions i'!~2':l memb3l'S of t.~a Connortiu.n to t.ho invitation : 
to t.lte October 2nd r:1ectinz h:1d baon r.liY.r:d an-i that at this u-:>int th~t·e 
uas ind..Ccd con!!ido rable !\~luctance to d.iscv.ss the ictru.e of :-1·;bt reli~f 
&n:i t~-l t th~; ro l:a.3 no posnibili ty of ob ~iainin~ ncn: cor.r.ni ~~·~on ts of aid. 
I added th.at in i-:r view it -.,;as inno :::-tCLnt ih th8co circu::wt~i.nCe:J to . 
doal in the first' pl~ca t-1ith t.'1o pr·o~l<:ha · crcatcti by Pu!~i:>tJl1 1 s dcf~.ul·ii 
on debt ser1ic0 pay-meats since Hay, 1971, and. that hopc.t'ully this 1:ohld 
facilit~tc :r-enc;.;ed activo rclat~ionJ bot:..~on P~kist~n ani the Co..'rl~O! .. t;iu;,,. 
I conclu:lod tt~t., while I ~~uld not '\!~.mt to ~n-.::;:';1~ the ;1crlt.s ·of eit.~·:~r 

US $75 or 90 r'lillicn in Jobt relief, ~::r ctroa:.; i.""lclination .:as to a.i~t.t"~:npt 
to obtn.in u~:::::'ee::K:nt on tho lo~~cr of ~i8.:J(J fi~.J.ro~ si1nply bncaane by not 
bejne too cc'1lb1 tioua, 1-1e lu~cl a rrntch bet.t~r chanc) of ntt~ccas. 

Hr. Dr:.rh...rd sco.-1~d to tmd.e rc:-•~d li.l:lt I "'d.:lO [;aTln~. He ~tre~sed 
the vary difficult politic~~ nitu:lt.icn e.xi:J t-in:; L."l Pw~istan at t~he present 
ti,ae. He sniJ. that t~~::"e ~:era tho.:m i :ho 1?00~ t~r,.,.ni..rl~ st1~n ~:l;r in f avor 
of fo1·:-;:ctti~ -: .~bout all ~i.ld unl0:js P:~l-~ i.s l:.aJl' s ct-e:.li ·to :r-s !Jh.o-. :~ :d t.fia-t; 
-thBy Ut:!"U rr::;ponsivc to Pc;.kis ·i~.21' !3 i: ·: ~-; ~ :.ii~ t,q ··'i.f;:icul tien. i;:3sy1i ~ these 
d.:Lfficult.ics, hs \·Ia9 prepared to D. cc~pt li~'1i ti~1~ the p~rio-:1 c0ve r (d. by 
tmJ':" e.g::."'cc;.1cnt to the prcsc.:nt fi3c.al y03r en :i irt~ J~.:."1e ;;o, 1772 1 but h9 
"t;-ould ve::-:r nu·.:l1 pr()for t"r-~-:! nnot:nt of d.rJht. r-r;licf to be i.~ the~ or:Ler or 
US .~ ·.90 nillio:-1. Ea S".J..:_:r~s~teci th.J.ti th0 ::L<"'! ount ~ ,_~ reed lt;Jcn r,~i=:h t be n~1de 
to loo~·: like IT~ :.;:?0 1:iillion by inclu.J:i.:1 ;~ :.n it any nc':-~ of.for·D of a.ssin
tance th.at ni~~:ht be fort~co:::ln:; i'or the .'~:t,ort of :f\~l"tiliz:~~r oJ• other 
~uc.h co~odi tio~ into ·~-!:' ~ -~ P:J~::i::;t.:--.n. !:0~ . .;(:\'"Dr, :r :::~;oul,.-1 po:i.rd:, out thst . 
in ~--cp1y to etJ..!:"lior c.!:lhle3 sent by· A~-, :tz Ali, t}1c (~cve!n:.1cnt. had c.?..id 
that 1~lilo it 1-.:-o....Ud no;, inuist o!l debt r·~?.licf o.f U3 ~:1:;0 ntillion1 the 
tnin.i:~.u:a j~t w-oulJ Beck '\?Ould b(l UJ :~~125 !:.ll1ion. 
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1-ir. Durrani told me that he sent eable3 r~portin~ our convers.tJ.
tion to I s lar.tabad and asked that an.v :instruct.ioris· relayed to him be · 
first cleared uith Preni:J.cnt Yah~ Khan. As yGt ho has not received a 
response to tho recorarr.endationa ha aaya he made. 

Th.is is . 1·~hcre the matter at3nds at tho r.IOrllent~ He expect to 
continuo our discussions tdth Hr. Durrani chl~g the naxt few days • 

. . 

.· 

.. 
. ,_ 



INFORHATION HEDIA IN PAKISTAN 

The Press 

Pakistan's press is largely a remnant of the ~Juslim press that became 
prominent during the struggle for the national State (1940-47). The first 
Urdu-language newspaper, the daily _!Jrdu-Akhbar, \vas founded in 1836. After 
1945, with ihe introduction of modern equipment, the more influential 
English nev1spapers, such as Dawn .and Pakistan Times, Here firmly established, 
\vhile several new Urdu neusp:lpers, for example-Shapbaz ~ XaHa-i-Haqt and 
In1roz, became very popular. 

In l.Jest Pakistan there are 12 English dailies, 62 Urdu dailies and 10 in 
regional languages. In addition there are 230 Heeklies and 16 bi-Heeklies. 
These together with other publi~ations number in all 1,222. 

The Urdu press comprises 550 neHspapers, with Af a_g_, I~awa-j.:..:-\Vaq t and 
Zamindar being the most influential. The largest daily is Jang (200,000 cir
cufation).. Though the English-lanp,uage press reaches only 1 per cent of tile 
population and totals 150 publications, it is influential in political, 
academic and professional circles. 

There are a number of press la\·JS \vhich govern entry into newspaper 
pu1lishing. Since the press in Pakistan is politically oriented, a ratller 
strict press censorship operates. Thus, for exa1:1ple, the Penal Code may 
declare certain activities by the press to be 11 offences against the State 11 

or "against public tranquillity:r. 

Pakistan Times 
Afaq · 
Na'\va-i-Haqt 
Zamindar 
Jang 

Radio 

Circulation 
~ .... 

49,000 

52,000 
15,000 
44,000 
16,000 

200,000 

Published in ------
Karachi 

Lahore and Rawalpindi 
Lahore and Lyallpur 
Lahore and Ra'\·mlpindi 
Lahore and Ra\valpindi 
Karachi and Rawal;.d.ndi 

Editor 

J. Ansari (English edition) 
G. N .11. Nansuri (Guj arati eel.) 
K. 11. Asaf 
Nur Ahmed 
i-fajid Nizami 
H. A. Khan 
}'dr Khalil-ur-Rahman 

Radio Pakistan has a network of six maid stations in the western wing 
in l(arachi, Hyderabad, Lahore, Ra~:·.ralpindi, PeshavJar and Quetta. The high
pm'<'er short-wave transmitters at ~Zarachi help link the zonal stations for 
the relay of national programs and the centralized news service. There are 
68 newscasts daily in 22 languages, including English, Urdu and Bengali. 
Ten external program services are also put out daily. 

rhere may be about 1 million radio sets in Pakistan. 

Television 

Pakistan Television Corporation Ltd. has programs daily, except l .. ionday, 
1800-2200 hours. 1~~rc are extended transmissions on Fridays and Saturdays. 
The main stations are in Islamabad-Ra,valpindi, Karachi and Lahore. 

Reqroadcast stations '\vere planned for Lyallpur and Hyderabad. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
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PAKISTAN - COUNTRY PROGRAM NarE 

IBRD/IDA Lending/Operations Program (US $ million) 

1970 Population: 135 million 
East Pakistan 73 million 
West Pakistan 62 million 

1970 per cap. GNP: US$120 

Current Pop. Growth Rate: 2.8-3.2%p.a. 

Current Exch. Rate: Rs. 4.76=US$1.00 

Introduction 

FY 64-68 FY 69-73 FY 72-76 

Lending Program 
Pakistan 
Total 494 719 
IBRD 162 284 
IDA 332 435 

Operations Program 
East Pakistan 180 425 
IBRD 2b 31 
IDA 154 394 

West Pakistan 314 440 
IBRD D6 E3 
IDA 178 187 

Pakistan 
Total 494 865 
IBRD 162 284 
IDA 332 581 

Annual Average Per Capita (US $) 

IBRD/IDA 
IDA 

0.73 
0.49 

1.03 
0.63 

710 
110 
600 

655 
20 

635 

380 
90 

290 

1035 
110 
625 

0.93 
0.79 

1. The orderly manner in which elections to Pakistan's Constituent Assembly 
were held last December resulted in the establishment of two strong political groups 
and offered some prospect that the Assembly would be able to agree on a workable con
stitution. As a result there was hope that President Yahya could keep to his time
table and transfer power to a democratically elected government by the middle of 1971. 
The new Government -- dominated by East Pakistanis -- was expected to emphasize the 
development of East Pakistan, although it was obvious that the willingness of West 
Pakistanis to make sacrifices in favor of the East Wing was limited. Meanwhile, the 
present caretaker Government continued to promise a substantial liberalization of the 
exchange system and preparation of a major reform of taxation. These measures would 
have set the stage for a sizeable increase in development expenditures, principally 
benefitting East Pakistan, as well as for major improvements in the allocation of 
resources and the balance of payments position. Under these promising assumptions 
there was reason to hope that the basis for future development of the economy would 
be strengthened. 
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2. Reflecting the Government's business-as-usual attitude and in the 
hope that the immediate task of economic management confronting the civilian 
Government could be eased considerably if some of the major issues of economic 
policy were resolved during the caretaker period, we endeavored to support 
such constructive action as the militar.y Government was prepared to take. 
More specifically, in consultation ~th Consortium members we prepared a 
package of immediate financial support for the exchange reform, which would be 
needed to supplement a US $125 million standby facility from the Fund. As for 
the longer term, we would have pressed the Consortium to provide financial 
assistance, including debt relief, to Pakistan in somewhat larger amounts and 
on better terms than during previous years. We were prepared to convene a 
special Consortium meeting to assure coordinated assistance for the develop
ment of East Pakistan's water and agriculture sector. The IDA operations 
program for FY 1971 was maintained at a level which could have ensured lending 
of up to US $95 million had the exchange reform been implemented. IBRD lending 
of US $40.5 million was proposed, consistent ~th a long-term policy of averag
ing lending levels to an amount -- taking several years together -- roughly 
equal to repayments of principal on earlier Bank loans to Pakistan. 

Recent Developments and Outlook 

3. In the event, the discussions between the two strongest political 
leaders -- Mujibur Rabman and Bhutto -- led to a hardening of positions, 
resulting in turn in: (a) Bhutto 1 s threat to boycott the Assembly, (b) an 
indefinite postponement of the Assembly by Yahya, (c) a general strike called 
by Mujib and some disorders in East Pakistan, (d) the President hurriedly 
reversing himself and calling the Assembly to meet on March 25, and (e) a demand 
by Mujib to discontinue martial law. Mujib has now called for administrative 
autonomy for East Pakistan and immediate transfer of power to the elected poli
ticians; this may in the end be agreed. But in any case, it is already 
apparent that the Central Government can no longer exercise effective control 
in East Pakistan. 

4. As this is being written, Yahya is in Dacca for discussions wi. th 
Mujib. No reliable reports are available on these discussions. However, 
the force of developments over the last several weeks appears to point 
strongly towards autonomy for East Pakistan. The issues at this stage relate 
to the degree of autonomy -- complete separation of the two wings or a loose 
federation of the five provinces, with a weak central authority. They also 
relate to the modalities of effecting the constitutional change and especially 
the question Whether serious negotiations ~11 be conducted in the Constituent 
Assembly, or outside. In the background, of course, looms the a~; it is 
still uncertain whether it will accept, without a show of force, a constitu
tional solution that would, at the ver,y least, substantially weaken the role 
of the Central Government. 

5. Meanwhile, economic conditions in Pakistan continue to deteriorate 
rapidly. If foreign exchange reserves continue their decline at the January 
1971 rate (a reserve loss of US $40 million, which followed a loss of US $100 
million in the July-December 1970 period and reduced reserves as of January 31, 
1971 to US $160 million), Pakistan will face a major foreign payments crisis 
in another month or two. These reserve losses reflect partly the serious 
overvaluation of the rupee, but principally speculation arising out of the 
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widely-publicized plans for devaluation and the flight of capital from Pakistan 
occasioned by numerous political statements about nationalization of private 
assets; large increases in military imports appear to have been another 
factor. In East Pakistan, the dislocation caused by last November's cyclone 
was compounded by the general strike in early March, which stopped all adminis
trative activity; in addition, the internal resource situation of East 
Pakistan was aggravated by a substantial capital flight to West Pakistan and 
by Mujib 1 s instructions -- since revoked -- to suspend the payment and collec
tion of taxes. 

6. In the current political circumstances a meaningful reform of the 
exchange system carmot be carried out, and a reform of the tax system also 
appears a long way off. Development spending has dropped substantially below 
the level of previous years. An external payments crisis appears likely in 
the next few months, in Which case Pakistan will certainly need _ emergency help 
from the international conmnmi ty. The Government might at that time try to 
carry out an exchange reform in the form negotiated earlier, but this can no 
longer be regarded as appropriate, and the IMF has therefore offered to discuss 
~th Government possible alternative, temporary measures to deal with the 
exchange situation. In this context, the IMF may consider allowing a first 
tranche drawing of about US $60 million to avoid economic collapse. In addi
tion, some assistance may be required from the Consortium. It is for this 
eventuality as well as for the possibility that at a later stage some fundamental 
reform of the exchange system might again become feasible, that we are attempting 
to hold together the supporting package from the Consortium. However, for the 
time being all meetings of the Pakistan Consortium have been postponed indefi
nately (although a meeting in May is still contemplated and could be held if 
any useful purpose would be served) • 

7. We have for some time been considering the development problems and 
needs of the two wings separately, in order to be prepared if, in future, we 
have to deal with two largely (or fully) autonomous entities, but there is 
still much work to be done before such issues as creditworthiness or monetary, 
fiscal and balance of payments prospects, previously dealt ~th in common, 
could be judged separately for each of the two wings. On first reading it 
appears that, while there may be some short-term advantages to East Pakistan 
from a formal separation, the longer-run consequences would be negative. The 
reverse appears true for West Pakistan; present central budget responsibilities 
(like maintenance of the ~) could create a situation in West Pakistan where 
allocations for development have to be cut drastically. Furthermore, the over
whelming amount of Pakistan's total foreign debt (including about 90 percent 
of effective loans held by the Bank and 60 percent of effective credits held 
by IDA) is related to projects in West Pakistan, and West Pakistan would almost 
certainly require an immediate moratorium on debt service payments. A reform 
of the exchange system, including a substantial devaluation, as well as major 
fiscal reforms, would be needed and probably be unavoidable in both wings; 
the appropriate exchange rate and related measures would probably differ. 

Foreign Assistance to Pakistan 

8. While the present stalemate exists, large-scale external develop-
ment lending to Pakistan cannot continue. Political problem~ will receive 
priority attention. Projects requiring Central Government sanction and 
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financing will be delayed, including unfortunately, all major water and agri
culture projects in East Pakistan. Whether the two wings formally separate 
or continue as autonomous units in a new confederation, aid-giving agencies 
will have to establish new relationships; aid-givers will also have to 
determine whether traditional amounts of assistance are to be split between 
the two wings (and in what proportions), or whether the total would also be 
affected; these considerations, together with the necessary legal formalities 
(e.g., for acquiring or adjusting membership in the Fund and Bank in the event 
of a split) will most likely cause substantial del~s. Clearly, the only 
condition under which lenders could be expected to proceed with their present 
assistance programs would be an early agreement among Yahya, Mujib and Bhutto 
on a workable constitution, which would avoid formal separation. 

Bank/IDA Operations 

9. A meaningful long-range lending program is obviously impossible in 
the circumstances. For the time being, we continue to process new projects 
as outlined in Attachment 1. We will have to decide on an ad hoc basis 
whether to submit negotiated projects to the Board for consideration, or to 
defer them until a more definite picture of Pakistan's development prospects 
emerges. For example, if the present talks between YaQya and Mujib are success
ful, we would recommend the proposed loan for Karachi Electric Supply Corpora
tion, which was negotiated this week; we would also recommend proceeding with 
the proposed credit for the Second East Pakistan Foodgrain Storage project, 
once one remaining issue has been resolved with the Government of East Pakistan. 

10. Several other projects have been appraised and should be reaqy for 
negotiations in the next few weeks. A mission appraising a .:reclamation project 
in West Pakistan is presently in the field, and a comprehensive survey of the 
livestock sector in West Pakistan is scheduled to commence shortly. Super
vision of ongoing projects will continue, although we have to accept that it 
may be difficult, for some time, to have meaningful discussions of policy 
issues with the appropriate officials. Regarding East Pakistan, we aim to 
resume activities there as soon as missions can function normally again. 
Economic work is also continuing, with emphasis on an assessment of the con
sequences of separation; an economic mission is presently in West Pakistan, 
and a report on the status of the economy should be available in a few weeks. 

11. Political uncertainties, however, are by no means the only obstacles 
to Bank/IDA operations in Pakistan. others are the problems associated with 
creditworthiness, the deferment of exchange and fiscal reform, and limited 
administrative (implementation) capacity which may well deteriorate further 
as a result of changes now going on. In the case of West Pakistan, an addi
tional major problem is caused by the rupee requirements of Indus/Tarbela, 
which will during the next few years amount to some Rs. 400 million annually. 

12. The six-year lending program set forth in Attachment 1, therefore, 
has to be considered as highly speculative and subject to adjustments -
probably of major magnitude -- as the future of Pakistan unfolds. However, 
a few guiding principles can and should be established now: (i) While Bank 
lending has, in Attachment 1, been projected to continue at a rate of about 
US $2)-30 million of new commitments per annum over the six-year period, 
there will be serious questions about Pakistan's capacity to incur any further 
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debt on Bank terms (other than the proposed $10.5 million loan to KESC 
referred to in paragraph 9 which we consider to be a special case) unless 
the unity of Pakistan is preserved and satisfactory exchange and fiscal 
reforms are implemented. Consequently, all further Bank lending should be 
suspended for the time being, which means inter alia that PICIC will have to 
be shifted to IDA or substantially deferre~in--As far as IDA is concerned 
-- assuming the present administrative difficulties are resolved and Pakistan's 
unity is preserved -- lending should continue. But it does not appear justi
fied in the absence of an exchange reform to exceed in FY 71 an amount of 
about US $70 million (including the US $25 million East Pakistan Reconstruction 
Project), which, together with the US $77.2 million of FY 70, would give 
Pakistan 12.5 percent of the total available during the two-year period. 
(iii) If a de facto or de jure separation of the two wings should occur, our 
whole posture will have to be reviewed, taking into account the economic base 
and viability of each wing, including in particular a satisfactory agreement 
between Bank/IDA and each of the two wings about the assumption of old lia
bilities and the responsibility for debt service. 

Attaclunents 



Attachment 
~ 

EAST PAXISTAB - AC'l'UAL a. PROPOSED LDIDIIIG T!ROtlCII J'Y 1976 

(!!.§ I KilllolUil 
Total Total Total 

12§J 12§1! 12§2 1~ 1~1 12§8 1262 1210 1211 1212 121J 1211! 1212 1916 1964-68 1969-73 1972-76 

Irrigation - Daooa-Demra IDA 1.0 
Irrigation - Chandpur I IDA 9·0 
Irrigation - Chandpur II IDA 1).0 
Irrigation - Dacca Southwest Eng. IDA 0.8 
Irrigation - Dacca Southwest IDA )0.0 

Irrigation - Xarnaphu11-Muhur1 Eng. IDA 2.4 
Irrigation - Xarnaphuli IDA 14.0 
Flood Control - Brahmaputra IDA 5.0 
Tubewells - ADC IDA 14.0 
Tubewells - EPw'APDA IDA 9.0 

Consultant Services - EPw'APDA I IDA 2.0 
Consultant Services - EPw'APDA II IDA 2.5 
Foodgrain Storage I IDA 19.2 
Foodgrain Storage II IDA ll.O 
Tea Production and Processing IDA 5-0 

Seed Multiplication and Distribution IDA 5 · 0 
Rural Infrastructure IDA 10.0 
Reconstruction IDA 25.0 

Block Allocation IDA 40.0 
Block Allocation IDA 90.0 
Block Allocation IDA 90.0 
Block Allocation IDA 90.0 
Block Allocation IDA -- -- -- -- -- ~ 
EF Agriculture and Water Subtotal 6.0 9.0 19.2 2.0 )0.2 47-5 104.0 900 90.0 9Q.O 90.0 

Education I IDA 4.5 
Education II IDA 1).0 
Education III IDA 10.0 ' 
Education IV IDA 10.0 

Xarnaphuli Paper IBRD 4-2 
Petrochemical IDA 1 )0.0 
EF SIIIILll Ioduatri&l Corporation I IDA I ),0 
EF S11all Ioduatries Corporation II IDA s.o 
EF SIIIILll Industries Corporation III IDA 10.0 

Railways I IDA 10.0 
Railways II IDA 10.0 
Railways III IDA 5.0 

Highwqa I IDA 22.5 
Highways II IDA 10.0 
Higllv!qa III IDA I 10.0 

Inland Water Transport I IDA 2.0 
I 

Inland Water Transport II IDA 5.J 
Inland Water Transport III IDA I 5.0 
Inland Water Transport IV IDA 5.0 

Water Supply/Sewerage - Dacca IDA 26.0 
Water Supply/Sewerage - Chittaecng IDA -- l!c.Q 

Other East Pakistan Subtotal 6.2 87.0 5.) 1).0 J.O 20.0 45.0 20.0 10.0 15.0 

East Pakistan Total IBRD "'4.2 
IDA 8.0 96.0 5·3 )2.2 2.0 JJ.2 47-5 124.0 1J5.0 llO.O 100.0 105.0 ],)).$ 341.7 574.0 

TOTAL ~ ~ ..w ~ ~ ~ ~ 124.0 lJi.:.2 ~ ~ 1o2.o ~ ~ ~ 

I 

Estimated EF Shares of E&W Loana~Credita I 
Agricultural Credit AllB I IDA 9.0 
Agricultural Credit .AilB II IDA 2.9 
Agricultural Credit .AilB III IDA 6.0 
Agricultural Credit AllB IV IDA 10.0 
Agricultural Credit .AilB V IDA 10.0 

i 
DFC - PICIC I-IV IBRD 13-4 I 
DFC - PICIC V IBRD 8.1 
DFC - PICIC VI IBRD 8.1 
DFC - PICIC VII IBRD 9.5 
DFC - PICIC VIII IBRD 10.9 
DFC - PICIC IX IBRD 10.0 
DFC - PICIC X IBRD 10.0 
DFC - PICIC XI IBRD I 

I 
10.0 

DFC - IllBP I IDA I 10.0 
DFC - IDBP II IDA I 10.0 
DFC - IllBP III IDA 10.0 
Industrial Imports I IDA 5-0 
Induatr ial Imports II IDA I 5.0 

Commercial Vehicles ID.~ 4-0 
Railw>cys I-V IBRD 2J.4 

TelscoiiiiiiUil1cations I IDA 8.2 
Telecommunications II IDA J.O 
TelecoiiiiiiUil1cations III IDA 8.0 
TelecoiiiiiiUil1cations IV IDA -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- .J.& 
Subtotals IBRD )6.8 8.1 8.1 9.5 10-9 10.0 10.0 10.0 

IDA 9.0 4.0 5.0 2.9 14.2 1).0 5.0 20.0 8.0 20.0 8.0 
TOTAL .1§.& 8.1 ....i,.Q, 12.1 ...i:.Q .!.~ .?.5...1 ~ 10.0 ......i.Q ..JQ.,Q 8.0 _jQ& 8.0 

i:ast Paki•tan 

Operations Program IBRD I 10.0 10.0 10.0 25.7 30.9 20.0 
IDA 47-5 129.0 l$5.0 118.0 120.0 ll).O 151.. /t 393 .9 635.0 

TOTAL ; SLS. ll2.!Q ~ ~8~ lJQ..:g .ill.& ~ 424.8 ~ 

Lending Program IBRD u.o 8.1 8.1 9.5 10.9 
I:lA 8.0 96.0 14-3 )6.2 5-0 2.9 16 .2 46.2 

TOTAL w ~ ~ li!J.:.1 .J.:B .l&!l ~ ~ 

i 
Pekistan D1 vision 

March l, 1971 
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WIST P.&IIB'WI - AC!UAL • I'Rl P08JI) LIIIDDIG THR01JGH Pr 1976 

(~ * Ml.llloae) 
Totlil tot &I Tol;al. 

196) 1964 ll!§ 1~ 1261 1968 1969 1970 1l!!! 1212 121~ 12!4 1975 1976 1964~69 1~-7~ 1272-16 

Irrigation - Khairpur IDA 16.0 
IJicl\111 Basin I IBRD 90.0 
IJicluS Basin II IDA sa.s 
Tarbela Dam IBRD 25.0 

'fubew11s - SCARP (Punjnad-Abbasia I) IDA lS.O 
TubeWlls - SCARP {Punj nad-Abbasia II) IliA 10.0 
'fubeWells - SCARP (Dipalpur) IliA 10.0 

rano Iaprove11181lt IBRD ).) 
Livestock I IDA s.o 
Livestock II IDA I s.o 

lducatl.on I IDA 6.S 
lducation II {Engineering) IDA 6.0 
lduaation III (Unidentified) IDA 6.0 
lclucation IV (Unidentified) IDA lS.O 

Industrial Estates IDA 6.5 
Fertilizer Plant I (Dawood) IBRD )2.0 
Fertilizer Plant II IBRD )0.0 
WP Small Industries Corporation II IDA ).0 
WP Saall Industries Corporation III 10.0 

Power - KESC I - III IBRD )0.2 
Power - KESC IV IBRD 2l.S I 

Power - KESC V IBRD 10.$ 
Power - KESC VI IBRD 10.0 

Power - WAPDA Transmission IDA 2).0 
Power - WAPDA Transmission II IDA 20.0 
Pover - WAPDA Transmission III IDA 20.0 ' 
lliglnrays I IDA 17.0 
Highways - Engineering IDA 1.0 
Highways II IBRD J5.o 
Highways III IDA 7.0 
Highways IV IDA 10.0 

Railways I IDA 25.0 
Railways II IBRD lJ.S 
Railways III IBRD 14.5 

Pipelines SGTC I IBRD 14.0 
Pipelines SNGPL I IBRD 15.0 
Pipelines SNOPL II IBRD 8.0 
Pipelines SNGPL III IBRD 19.2 
Pipelines SNOPL IV IBRD 10.0 

Ports - Karachi I IBRD 14.6 
Ports - Karachi II IBRD 17.0 
Ports - Karachi Engineering IDA 1.0 
Ports - Karachi III IDA 8.0 
Ports - Karachi IV IDA I 

25.0 

Water Supply & Sewerage - Lahore I IDA 1.8 
Water Supply & Sewerage - Lahore II IDA -- -- -- -- -- -- ...2.:.2. 
West Palci stan Subtotals IBRD lS2.J )2.0 JS.o 114.5 19.2 lO.S )0.0 10.0 10.0 67.0 184.2 5o.o 

IDA 24.5 50.5 58.S 2.8 9.0 28.0 2).0 2).0 55.0 JS.o J5.o 111.6 6).0 171.0 

TOTAL 176.6 62.5 58.5 ~ 114.5 ~ ~ ~ ill i2..:..Q !!2.:Q li:..Q. 178.8 267.2 221.0 

EstiJiated liP Shares of E & W Loans/Credits 

Agricultural Credit ADB I IDA 18.0 
Agricultural Credit JJJB II IDA 7.1 
Agricultural Credit JJJB III IDA 24.0 
Agricultural Cred it JJJB IV IDA 15.0 
Agricultural Credit ADB V IDA 15.0 

DFC - PICIC I - IV IBRD 35.8 
DFC - PICIC V IBRD 21.9 
DFC - PICIC VI IBRD 21.9 
IFC - PICIC VII IBRD 25.5 
DFC - PIC! C VIII IBRD 29.1 
DFC - PICIC U IBRD 20.0 
DFC - PICIC X IBRD 20.0 
DFC - PICIC XI IBRD 20.0 

IDB I Ill!. ' 10.0 
!DB II IDA i 10.0 
IDB III IDA 10.0 

Industrial Imports I IDA 20.0 
Industrial Imports II IDA I 25.0 

C""-rcial Vehicles IDA 21.0 
Railways I - V IBRD 70 . 4 

Telecommunicati.o ns I IDA 7·8 
Telecorrununi.c ations II IDA 12.0 
Telecommunications III IDA 22.0 
Telecanmuni ca tl.o ns IV IDA -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - --- -- -- ~ 

Subtotals IBRD lo6.2 21.9 21.9 25.5 29.1 20.0 20.0 20.0 

IDA 18.0 21.0 20.0 7.1 31.8 22.0 25.o 2S.o 22.0 25.0 22.0 

TOTAL lo6.2 !.!:,1 ~ 42.9 !2..:Q .&2 ~ lliQ !2..:Q 25.o 2:Q . 22.0 !2..:.2. lliQ 

West Pakistan 

Operation• Program IBRD 

! 
JO.S )0.0 30.0 )0.0 136.3 25J,J 90.0 

IDA 28.0 46.0 48.0 77.0 82.0 35.o 177.9 186.8 290.0 
TOTAL ~ ~ ~ 1.1,;2 112.0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Lending Program IBRD 258.5 53.9 21.9 JS.o 25 .s 14J.6 19.2 
IDA 24.5 50.S 76.5 21.0 22.8 7.1 )1.8 )1.0 

TOTAL 28) .0 104.4 76.5 42.9 57.8 32.6 l7S.4 so.2 
= 

Pakistan Division 
Karch 1, 1971 



EAST & WEST PAKISTAN - AC'ruAL & PROPOSED ~DOO THROUGH FY 1976 

~u.s. $ Millions~ 

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 196~ 12_62_ -- . 1970 ].971 197£ 

East & West Loans/Credits 

Agricultural Credit ADB I IDA 27.0 
Agricultural Credit ADB II IDA 10.0 
Agricultural Credit ADB III IDA 30.0 
Agricultural Credit ADB IV IDA 
Agricultural Credit ADB V IDA 

DFC - PICIC I-IV IBRD 49.2 
DF.C - PICIC V IBRD 30.0 
DFC - PICIC VI IBRD 30.0 
DFC - PICIC VII IBRD 35.0 
DFC - PICIC VIII IBRD 40.0 
DFC - PICIC IX IBRD 30-.0 
DFC - PICIC X IBRD 
DFC - PICIC XI IBRD 

DFC - IDBP I IDA 20.0 
DFC - IDBP II IDA 
DFC - IDBP III IDA 

Industrial Imports I IDA 25.0 
Industrial Imports II IDA 30.0 
Commercial Vehicles IDA 

93.8 
25.0 

Railways I-V IBRD 

Telecommunications I IDA 16.0 
Telecommunications II IDA 15.0 
Telecommunications III IDA 
Telecommunications IV IDA 

East & West Pakistan I 

Operations Program IBRD 30,0 
IDA 30.9 

TOTAL . 30,0 30.0 

Lending Program IBRD 143.0 30.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 
IDA 27 .o 25.0 25.0 10.0 46.0 35.0 

TOTAL 143.0 )).0 27.0 55.0 25.0 45.0 86,0 35.0 
= =-=== = = = ===- =-

All Pakistan 
operat~ons Program IBRD 40.5 30.0 

IDA 75.rJ 177.0 
TOTAL n6.o 207 .o 

No.1/ - -8 12 

Lending Program IBRD 299.5 62.0 30.0 35.0 35.0 154.5 19.2 40.5 30.0 
IDA 32.5 146.5 90.8 57.2 27.8 10.0 48.0 77.2 70.0 120.0 

lOTAL 332.0 208.5 90.8 87.2 62.8 45.0 202.5 96.4 110~5 150.0 
~ - ==- -==== ====- - -== - - -

IBRD o/s inc, undisb1,1I'sed 255.2 306.9 292.9 3ll.8 331.1 350.0 485.6 467.0 502:7 506.7 
exc. undisbursed 113.7 125.1 139.7 154.2 175.4 218.9 262.5 310.7 339.1 367.9 

IBRD - gross disbursements 21,7 28.4 25.5 36.1 59.3 62.5 66.7 53.0 54.2 
- net disbursements 12.7 18.4 14.9 23.2 44.3 44.8 48.2 2.9.0 28.4 
- net transfer 4.9 10.2 4.2 11.2 33.3 31.3 8.9 9.9 7.4 

IBRD/IDA - gross disbursements 23.1 61.5 74.6 103.7 123.3 91.7 93.7 132.5 140.6 
- net disbursements 14.1 51.5 64.0 90.8 108.3 74.0 75.1 108.4 114.7 
- net transfer 6.3 43.3 53.0 78.1 95.8 58.9 54.0 86.9 91.0 

1/ East Pakistan Agriculture and Water blo.ck allocations 1972 - 1976 counted as one. 

1973 1974 1975 

25.0 
25.0 

30.0 
30.0 

20.0 
20.0 

30.0 

30,0 30.0 
45.0 30,0 45.0 
75.0 30.0 75.0 

4o.o 40.0 
203.0 195.0 180.0 
243.0 195.0 220,0 - - -12 8 9 

40.0 40.0 
120.0 120.0 120,0 
160.0 120.0 160.0 - - -
516.3 489.7 503.7 
403.6 417.0 431.1 

66 .. 1 40.0 40.1 
35.7 13.4 14.1 
13.6 -8.2 -6.8 

150.3 131.0 130.1 
119.6 104.7 102.2 
94•7 80.3 78.5 

-

Attachment. 1 
Page 3 

Total Total Total 
J-2.76 1964-68 1969-73 1972-76 

30.0 

95.0 100,0 60.0 
30.0 87.0 156.0 180.0 
30.0 182.0 256.0 240.0 

170.0 
170.0 
~ 

7 

162.0 284.2 110.0 
120.0 332.3 435.2 600.0 
120.0 494.3 719.4 710.0 - - ..........:- -
480.8 
455.2 

47.0 171.0 302.5 247.4 
24.1 113.5 186.1 115.7 
4.2 63.8 ~ 71.1 10.2 

167.0 386.2 608.8 719.0 
141.4 328.7 501.8 582.6 
ll8.7 .. . 276.5 385.5 463.2 

Pakistan Division 
March 1, 1971 



Attachment 2 

PAKISTAN 

INDICA TORS OF DEVELOPMENT 

1951-oo 
Annual Averas;e 

1971-75 UNIT I9o1-r>; 19oo-7o -
I. ECONOMIC & STRUCTURAL INDICATORS 

1. Gross Domestic Product(in constant prices) % Change 2.5 5.5 5.1 6.5 
2. Manufacturing Output % Change 7.4 9.9 1.0 10.5 
3. Agricultural Output % Change 1.3 3.3 4.2 5.3 
4. Imports of Goods and NFS % Change '].8 16.5 3.5 
5. Exports of Goods and NFS % Change B.o 1.9 8.1 8.5 
6. Domestic Price Level % Change 2~9 1.4 5.2 
6a. Export Price Level % Change -6.5 1.0 0 0 

1950 1960 1965 1970 1975 

7. Gross National Savings %GDP 2.2 9.2 11.7 10.8 16.9 
8. Resource Gap % GDP 1.3 2.5 6.6 2.8 4.5 
9. Net Factor Payments Abroad % GDP 0.09 0.1 0.02 o.o1 .01 

10. Gross Domestic Investment % GDP 3.5 11.7 18.3 13.6 21.4 
11. Debt Service % exports 3.2 10.0 14.6 20.3 20.3 
12. Central Govt. Current Revenue % GDP 6.1 7.8 7.2 1.5 
13. Central Govt. Curr. Surplus (Deficit) % GDP 0.1 0.5 1.2 1.7 
14. Public Kxp. on Social Services % GDP 4.1 6.5 10.2 
15. Military Expenditure % GDP 3.0 3.2 5.4 3.5 
16. Manufacturing Output % GDP 1.0 9.3 n.5 12.1 
17. Energy Consumption million tons 2.8 6.3 9.1 9.9 
18. Fertilizer Consumption 1000 tons 7.2 34.1 109.2 

II. SO~IAL INDICATORS 

19. Population Growth Rate % I 0.1 3.0 3.1 3.1 2.9 
20. Urban Population Growth Rate % 4.7 5.2 5.5 6.0 
21. Birth .Rate Per 1,000 popln -- 55 49 45 42.5 
22. Family Planning Acceptors -- -- 620 1,300 
23. Income of: Highest quintile % total inee•; . -- -- 42 
24. : Lowest quintile % total income -- -- 10 
25. School enrollmant: Primary & Secondary % school-age 20' 26 27 

popn 
26. Literacy rate % adult popn -- 19 
27. Unemployment rate % labor force -- -- 20.4 17.7 13.3 
28. Population per hospital bed Number 4,536 3,666 3,211 3,459 2,492 

South Asia Department 
Februar,y 22, 1971 
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• PAKISTAN: PROJECTED MACRO-ECONOMIC VARIABLES AND EXTERNAL DEBT POSITION 1965 - 1986 !( 
(Fiscal years£!; Rs. million/US $ million) 

1965 1966 1961 1968 1969 1970 ~ 1972 !ill 1974 1975 1976 1211 1978 1979 

National Income Acco~ts 
(million of rupees)£ 

92605 118959 · 
... 

12677 134906 CliP 46616 53037 62411 66062 72492 76775 81736 87008 98567 104930 111722 
254 284 340 403 402 457 529 621 7aJ 810 891 974 1051 1125 Plus: Net Factor Income P~ents 191 136031 ' Equals: Gross Domestic Product 48807 53291 62695 66422 72895 77177 82193 87537 93226 99287 105740 112613 119933 127728 

43726 47892 57781 60178 65563 69071 73139 77461 82~1 869l.t) 92156 91659 103521 109712 116438 Consumption 
15139 16013 17263 18649 20198 21826 Gross Investment 8080 7455 8210 9054 9309 10229 11721 128o6 14300 

14063 154.38 16905 18468 Gross National Saving 4890 5145 4630 5904 6929 7704 8597 9547 10554 11627 12772 
Statistical DiscrepancySf +121 -51 -187 +293 +189 

10495 11169 5343 6329 6422 5786 6394 1301 7773 8602 8742 8893 9327 9851 Imports of Goods and NFS 6085 8936 
j~Ji f,f ~ UJE ~gz .1!m. 4641 5043 5478 5950 6463 7018 7614 ~ Less: Exports of Goods and NFS 

2m- rna 3124 27'W ~ ~ ~ 2m" Equals: Resource Gap Amount 3099 2122 2 
as % of GDP 6.4% 4.1% 5.0% 4. 7% . 3.0% 2. 7% 3.2% 3.1% 3.4% 2.8% 2.3% 2.1% 1.9% 1.8% 1.6% 

Finance of Resource G!,e 
(million of $) y 

259 Bilateral: ·u.& • . 348 297 244 203 251 203 ~- 259 315 336 330 
U.!:. 22 21 26 26 17 -26 ~ 46 53 55 57 54 
~rmany 30 41 33 52 41 44 $,.3 69 80 85 86 84 
Canada ...26. __.2Z_ ....20.. -12.. -26. -.-11. ...1.2. dt it ~ ~ ~ Total 499 426 387 400 412 314 . 412 

Multilateral: IBRD 28 25 36 59 63 67 75 62 · 71 35 29 42 
IDA !J 33 49 68 64 29 27 115 i34 143 . 110 100 85 
Qther· 11 .. 5 

5 5 5 5 5 Private: Suppliers' Credit ..JL.. ~ ~ ~ 66 61 -Jt- ~ 91 aW; ff, 84 
Total: Gross Disbursements 594 570 w 733 838 Bi9 ~ 854 m Less: Amortizaf.icm 38 46 66 72 96 115 121 136 162 173 197 218 232 243 251 

Net Inftjw' 556 488 479 487 474 354 $40 597 676 641 614 601 593 611 632 Other Inflow · 137 43 231 235 65 176 116 87 108 96 66 70 82 81 73 
Less: Net Factor Income P~ents 40 ~ 60 

~ -&f 84 96 111 130 151 170 187 205 221 236 
Equals: Resource Gap m b50 w Sbo m 65b· 5Bb 5iO 4S4 m 47.[ 4C9 

Memorandum Items 

Interest on Debt 25.6 29.8 41.0 47.8 58.6 . 73.5 83.5 94.9 111.7 129.6 145.3 159.4 173.7 186.5 198.5 
Total Debt Service 63.6 75.8 107.0 1l:9.8 154~6 178.5 204.5 230.9 273.7 302.6 342.3 377.4 405.3 429.9 449.6 
Average Interest Rate!! ·2.Q ·.· 3.2 3.4 3.6 - . ).9 . - ··. ~!.3~ 3.o% · . 3~0% . - ~. 7% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 
Debt Service Ratio '11.3% 11.8% 14.6% 16.6% 17.7% 20.7% 20.5% 21-:-5% ··-23.4% 23.9% 24.9% 25.3% 25.1% 24.6% 23.8% 
~otal Debt Outstanding 50.5 1061 1549 2028 2515 2844 3396 4016 4722 5356 5957 6549 7146 7758 8390 
IBRD Debt Outstanding 

excluding undisbursed 139.7 154.2 175.4 218.9 262.9 309.5 333.7 370.1 408.7 412.1 409.1 420.2 427.1 434.3 441.2 
including undisbursed 292.9 311.8 331.1 350.0 485.6 485.3 501.3 505.5 503.1 471.5 469.5 464.6 470.4 475.1 480.0 

IDA Debt Outstanding 
excluding undisbursedJ/ 35.1 84.3 151.8 215.8 245.1 272.1 386.7 520.9 663.7 772.9 870.9 953.1 1051.2 1136.1 1231.2 
including undisbursed 269.8 323.2 331.0 331.1 378.4 465.2 551.1 660.0 759.7 869.2 951.8 994.9 1100.1 1180.3 1260.2 

IBRD Debt Service 18.2 21.2 24.9 25.9 31.1 34.7 43.6 49.3 54.6 58.7 60.1 61.2 63.4 62.5 61.9 
IDA Debt Service o.o 0.3 0.7 1.3 1.7 2.0 3.1 4.6 6.1 I 1.1 9.5 10.9 12.·1 12.8 13.4 
IBRD/IDA % Gross Inflow 10.3% 14.0% 19.1% 22.0% 16.1% 20.0% 28.7% 26.7% 25.5% 17.8% 12.3% 15.5% 14-7% 14.3% 14.1% 

% Debt Service 28.6% 28.4% 23.9% 22.7% 21.2% 20.6% 22.8% 23.3% 22.8% 19.0% 20.3% 19.1% 18.6% 17.5% 16.7% 
IBRD % Debt Outstand~}" 17.7% 14.5% 11.3% 10.8% 10.5% 10.9% 9.8% 9.2% 8.7% 1-1% 6~9% 6.4% 6.0,t 5.6% 5.3% 
IDA % Debt Outstandin 1.0% 7.9% 9.8% 10.6% 9.7% 10.9% 11.4% 13.0% 14.1% 14.4% 14.6% 14.6% 14.7% 14-6% 14.7% 

!I 1969 is the base year for projecticns 
El Fiscal year ends June 30 Projection Basis 
c/ Current exchange rate is 4.7619 Rupees to the dollar 
di Statistical discrepancy between balance of payments data and national income data 
~ Includes PL 480 GDP growth % p.a. 
lj IDA projections tentative as disbursement projections for new projects not yet available !COR 

~ 
Net flow Exports growth % p.a. 
Includes direct investment, Indus and Tarbela disbursements, transfers, change in reserves, 
errors and omissions Income per capita · 

i/ ()} loans disrursed during FY · implied by GDP growth 

~ IDA projecticns tentative as in footnote f 
Excluding undisbursed 

1960 1961 1982 1963 1984 1985 1986 

143668 153005 162959 173567 164872 19691:;>1 209757 
1360 1432 1503 1570 1633 1205 1285 

144873 154290 164319 114999 166375 198489 211390 
156498 166135 176278 123535 131005 138968 147454 

23655 25368 27203 29170 31277 33535 36955 
28374 30784 33479 20133 22000 23991 26113 

11983 12528 13129 13787 14505 15269 16012 
9666 10445 11277 12162 13105 14106 .J.mQ. 
2317 ~ 1'852'" 1"68" --;me 11"8') 842 

0.8% 0.6% 0.4% 1.6% 1.4% 1.1% 0.9% 

932 914 897 m "B5S 'S4S M9 
269 287 307 319 340 366 389 
663 627 590 554 518 482 420 

77 80 85 88 92 96 100 
253 270 286 301 316 330 343 m m )89 m 294 m rn 

211.7 224.5 236.5 247.4 257.9 267.5 '276.2 
480.3 512.0 543.1 563.4 597-7 634.0 664.7 

2.5% 2-5% 2.5% 2-5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 
23.5% 23.2% 22.8% 22.0% 21.6% 21.3% 20.8% 

9053 9680 10271 10825 11343 11826 12246 

448.1 455.4 465.2 470.1 470.2 470.4 470.0 
485.7 490.3 495.5 500.4 500.6 500.2 500.1 

1308.6 1386.5 1446.7 1521.3 1579.9 1641.5 1708.5 
1340.6 1420.3 1490.1 156o.4 1620.6 1680.3 1750.1 

61.7 61.5 61.2 61.0 61.3 62.1 61.0 
14.5 15.7 18.0 21.4 25.1 30.7 34.8 
13.9% 13.9% 13.8% 13.6% 13.6% 13.5% 13.5% 
15.9% 14.9% 14.6% 14.6% 14.3% 14.3% 14.2% 

4.9% 4-7% 4-5% 4-3% 4.1% 3.8% 3.8% 
14.5% 14.3% 14.1% 14.1% 14.0% 13.9% 13.9% 

19n-75 1976-80 1981-85 

6.5 6.5 6.5 
2.40 2.58 2.75 
8.5 8.3 7.8 

1910 1980 1990 
$100 $175 $26.0 

South Asia/P & B 
l 11/13/70 





INFORHATION HEDIA IN PAKISTAN 

The Press 

Pakistan's press is largely a remnant of the tJuslim press that became 
prominent during the struggle for the national State (1940-47). The first 
Urdu-language newspaper, the daily Urdu-Akhbar , was founded in 1836. After 
1945, with the introduction ~odern · t the more influential 
English nev1spapers, such as~and )akistan Times were firmly established, 
while several new Urdu ne\·1Spapers, for example Sh~hbaz ~ i\mva-i-Haqt and 
In1ro~, became very popular. 

In West Pakistan there are 12 English dailies, 62 Urdu dailies and 10 in 
regional languages. In addition there are 230 weeklies and 16 bi-weeklies. 
These together with other publications number in all 1,222. 

The Urdu press comprises 550 ne"\>TSpapers, with ~fa.9,_, ~awa-i-\vaqt and 
Zan~indar being tne most influential. The largest daily is Jang (200,000 cir
culation). Though the English-1anf uage press reaches only l per cent of the 
population and totals 150 publications, it is influential in political, 
academic and professional circles. 

There are a number of press lm·JS \vhich gove rn entry into newspaper 
publishing. Since the press in Pakistan is politically oriented, a rather 
strict press censorship operates. Thus, for example, the Penal Code may 
declare certain activities by the press to be 11offences against the St a te" 
or r:against public tranquillity:'. 

Ne\::spaper Circulation 

G ~----- 49,~ 
Cpald stan Times 

Afaq 
Nawa-i-1~aqt 

Zamindar 
~g 

Radio 

S'>,Qcin) 
15,000 
44,000 
]~,000 

20?,§1D 

Published in 

Karachi 

Lahore and Ra\valpindi 
Lahore and Lyallpur 
Lahore and Ra\·Jalpindi 
Lahore and Ra\valpindi 
Karachi and Rawal;.dndi 

Editor 

J. Ansari (English edition) 
G.N.H. Hansuri (Gujarati ed.) 
K. H. Asaf 
Nur Ahmed 
Naj id .. ~izami 
H. A. Khan 
Hir Khalil-ur-Rahman 

Radio Pakistan has a network of six maid stations in the western wing 
in Karachi, Hyderabad, Lahore, Ra'l;·!alpindi, PeshavJar and Quetta. The high
po't..rer short-wave transmitters at Karachi help link the zonal stations for 
the relay of national pro~rams and the centralized news service. There are 
68 newscasts daily in 22 languages, including English, Urdu and Bengali. 
Ten external program services are also put out daily. 

There may be about 1 million radio sets in Pakistan. 

Television 

Pakistan Television Corporation Ltd. has programs daily, except Monday, 
1800-2200 hours. There are extended transmissions on Fridays and Saturdays. 
The main stat ions are in Islamabad-·RaHalpindi, Karachi and Lahore. 

Reqroadcast stations were planned for Lyallpur and Hyderabad. 





INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
. ASSOCIA'riON RECONSTRUCTiON AND DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 

CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: December 30, 1971 

FROM: J. Burke Knapp 

suBJECT: .Sus ens ion of ursements to East Pakistan 

This action was triggered by the receipt on December 27 
of the letter of December 23 from the Pakistan Ambassador (copy 
attached). 

As I told you on the telephone, it was clear that we should 
immediately suspend disbursements on projects in East Pakistan (except 
with respect .to payments for which we were already legally obligated), 
if only because the Government of Pakistan might disclaim responsibility 
for the repayment for further amounts disbursed. The key question 
was whether we should simply accede to the Government's request, or 
whether we should formally invoke the clauses of our Loan and Credit 
Agreements entitling us to suspend the right of the Government of 
Pakistan and borrowers in East Pakistan to make withdrawals from 
the loan and credit accounts. We chose the latter alternative, 
among other reasons because only this action enabled us to require 
commercial banks with whom we have qualified reimbursement agreements 
to suspend further payments on letters of credit. 

I attach the following further documents: 

1. Our cable to the Government of Pakistan suspending 
their withdrawal rights with respect to IDA credits 
for East Pakistan (corresponding cables were sent to 
the Government of Pakistan suspending their withdrawal 
rights with respect to sub-projects in East Pakistan 
under certain IDA credits and Bank loans covering 
both East and West wings). 

2. A sample of the cable sent to a number of commercial 
banks suspending payments under letters of credit 
on which we had a qualified obligation to reimburse. 

3. A reply to the Pakistan Ambassador, attaching copies 
of the foregoing cables. 

4. A copy of the notice of these actions which was 
issued to the Executive Directors on December 29. We 
did not feel that we could state that our action was 
at the request of the Government of Pakistan, but 
included the first sentence to show the context in 
which we were taking action. Cargill showed the 
Pakistan Ambassador and Osman Ali a draft of this 
announcement before it was issued, and they expressed 
no objection to the inclusion of the first sentence. 
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5. A copy of a further statement distributed to the 
Executive Directors today regarding the status of 
the affected loans and credits. 

Attachments 

cc: Messrs. Aldewereld 
Broches 
Cargill 

JBKnapp:jk 
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t ·~ i€RNATIOnt\L CEVELOPMENT 

~OCIIHON-

INTERN/\T IO'.l ,!\L e NK f-0R 

~ECON!l"fRUOiut ;:.., H) OEVElOFMt:NT 

INTERN A TtO~Al FINANCE 

CORl'ORATION.- --

OUTGOii'.JG WIRE 

/ Io-

TO:ECONOHIC DATE: 'DECEHBER 29 , 197l 

ISLPllABAD CLASS OF 

SERVICE: IBF GOVT 

COU~TRY: PA .. T\IST.AN 

TEXT: 
Cable No.:YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT IDA, TIT THE LIGHT OF AMBASSADOR RAZA 1S LETrER 

OF DECEI-illER 23, 1971 liAS TODAY, PURSUANT TO SECTION 6. 02 OF GENERAL CONDITIONS 

M-YD CORRESPONDING PROVISIONS IN CREDIT REGULATIONS, SUSPENDED THE RIGHT OF 

ISLANIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN TO Y.tAKE FUltTHER 1rJITHDRAHALS . FROH CREDIT ACCOUNTS 
192, 

NUNBERS l.D., 42, 49, 53, 83, 87, 184,/208, 228, S-8 AND S-10 EXCEPT WITH 

RESPECT TO SUCH EXPENDITUFES INCURRED FDR THE RESPECTIVE PROJECTS AS THE 

GO\lER.t"ll1ENT .Ar·ID illA SHALL AGHEE 1-'IAY PROPERLY BE FlliANCED OUT OF SUCH CREDITS 

S'rOP -. PLEASE ACKNO\:JLF.:OOE HECEIPT OF THIS CABLE 

CARGILL 

INDEVAS 

I 

J\UTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION: 

NAME I. P..M. Cargill 

L>EPT. South Asia 

SIGNAnJP.E ---~----------------
, <SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZ!::D TO APPROVE> 

\\,\S"'"-."} · .1-lw.·!iehen/PSella/lgl 

\ ORIGINAL (Fila Copy) 
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for prepMir.g form) 

Cleared -v1/& cc: Messrs. Knapp & Broches 
cc: Nessrs. Gabriel, Rotberg, Chadenet 

Sella, VJiehen, Diamond 
Islamabad Office 

be: Ambassador Raza 

I-----~Fo_r Usc By Communications Scctio_n ___ _ 

Checked for .Dispatch: --------------
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TYPED COPY 

BHFBANK {Berliner Handelsgesellschaft 
Frankfurter Bank) 

FRANKFURT 

GERMANY 

DECEMBER 2 9, 1971 

TELEX (o611) 7181 

REFERENCE TO OUR QUALIFIED AGREEMENTS TO RElliBURSE NOS. 48 AND 39 TO 

RElliBURSE YOU FOR PAYMENTS MADE BY YOU UNDER YOUR LETrERSCREDIT 

A55192 AND A54160 WE WISH TO INFORM YOU THAT IN VIEW OF.PRESENT 

EXTRAORDINARY SITUATION IN EAST PAKISTAN THE ASSOCIATION COMMA AFTER 

CONSULTATION \ITTH PAKISTAN A1.IT001U. 1.IES COMMA HAS SUSPENDED RIGHT OF • 
' 

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN TO MAKE FURTHER WITHDRAWALS UNDER 

CREDIT NO. 41 PAK WITH EF-FECT FROM TODAY DECFlffiER 29 1971 STOP 

CONSEQUENTLY WE SHALL NOT BE OBLIGATED TO REIMBURSE YOU FOR PAYMENTS 

MADE UNDER SAID LETTERSCREDIT AFTER TODAY STOP PLEASE ACKNOWLEIXJE 

RECEIPT OF TillS TELEX 

MlfWIEHEN/ cw 

A.A. Casson 

OONTROLLER'S 

TIIDEVAS 

Cleared with Messrs. Broches & Sella 
cc: Messrs. Wiehen & Grosvenor 

·File: 41 PAK- Credit Agreement 
Contract Files: 



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20433, U.S.A. 

o..-FtCE: OF" THE: PRESIDENT December 29, 1971 

Na1·rabzada A .H. Raza, 
H.Q.A., H.K. S.Pk. 
Ambassador of Pakistan 
Emba$sy of Paldstan 
2315 Massachusetts Ave., N .W. 

, 1. tJashington, D. C . 20008 

Dear I1r. Ambassador: 

In response to your letter of December 23, 1971 which ·He received on 
December 27, -v:e have today sent the attached cables to the Government of 
Pakistan, PICIC and 19 commercial banks. The action 1\e have taken means that 
we are i:r.rrnediately suspending, for the time being and pending further consult·a
tion 1d. th your Government, any disbursements or further processing of contracts 
vdth respect to B~~ loans and IDA credits extended for beneficiaries in East 
Pakistan (there are no IFC investments in · that area), except 1-:i th respect to 
certain p~vments under outstanding letters of credit against which the Bank or 
IDA have issued unqualified or qualified agreements to reimburse. v~th respect 
to these, the situation is as follo1·1S: 

1. 

2. 

. . 

In the case of unqualified agreements to reimburse, we 
are obligated to disburse not1·ti thstanding any suspension 
or cancellation. The amount outstanding on East Pakistan 
projects is about $36,000; no ne'H unqualified agreements 
have been issued for several months. 

In the.case of qualified agreements to reimburse (the 
amount outsta.1'1ding on East Pakistan projects is about 
$9 mi.llion), vle are obligated to disburse vrl. th respect to 
any payments made by the commercial banks concerned 
before we have formally suspended disbursements. We 
have nou cabled all commercial banks v:ri th vihich the 
Bank or IDA have entered into qualified agreements to 
reimburse and advised them of the suspension. We do not 
kn01-1 the amount of payments already made by commercial 
banks under these letters of credit but expect to receive 
the final reimbursement requests shortly; at present we 

· ·have in hand requests for reimbursements of $31,400 in 
this category 1 ~ll.ich -;'11 be paid in the next .few days • 



Na1vabzada A.H. Raza - 2 - December 29, 1971 

We desire to enter into consultations 1-rl. th the Government of Pakistan 
as soon as possible regarding the status 'of outstanding contracts and arrange
ments w~th suppliers, contractors and consultants with respect to work or 
services alreaqy performed. 

Sincerely yours, 

/ I - ./ 
I 1 : j ,)!.~')'~: (_ .A,. 
. ; ' 

J. Burke ·Knapp 
Vice-President 

I 
At taclunents · 

Cleared w/& be: }~. Broehes, Mr. Cargill (Attachments distributed separately) 

- be: Mr. MeN amara ( o/ r) II 

Mr. Alde1·Jereld II 

Mr. Gabriel II 

Mr. Rot berg " 
Mr. Sella n 

~ ... ..... ,.. ... Hr. Votaw rl 

Mr. V.Jiehen " 

JBKnapp/MHVJiehen/PSella/lgl 



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

FROM: The President 

DECLASSIFIED 

APR 0 4 2013 
WBG ARCHIVES 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SecM71-6ol 

December 29, 1971 

Iv1El.fORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS 

PAKISTAN 

1. The Government of Pakistan has advised me that because of the 
present extraordinar.y situation it has become impossible for it to ensure the 
proper utilization of the proceeds of loans and credits for projects or sub
projects located in East Pakistan. Consequently, pursuant to the applicable 
loan and credit documents, 

(a) the Bank today suspended the right of the Pakistan 
Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation (PICIC) 
to make further withdrawals from Loan Accmmts Nos. 
509 and 590 PAK in respect of expenditures for sub
projects located in East Pakistan, and 

(b) the Association today suspended the right of the 
Islamic Republic of Pakistan to make further with
drawals 

(i) from Credit Accounts Nos. 41, 42, 49, 53, 83, 
87, 184, 192, 208, 228, s-8 and s-10 PAK and 

(ii) from Credit Accounts Nos. 145, 157, 177 and 
186-PAK in re8pec·t of expenditures for projects 
or parts thereof located in . East P·ald. stan. 

2. There are no IFC investments in East Pakistan. 

Distribution: 

~cecutive Directors and Alternates 
President 
President's Council 
Executive Vice President ~ IFC 
Vice President J IFC 
Department Heads, Bank and IFC 

Robert s. McNamara 
By J. Burke Knapp 



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

FROM: The Secretary 

DECLASSIFIED 

APR 0 4 2013 
WBG ARCHIVES 

PAKISTAN 

CONFIDF.miAL 

SecM71-6o6 

December 30, 1971 

With reference to the President's Memorandum on Pakistan, dated 

December 29, 1971 (SecM71-601), attached for information is a statement 

prepared b.Y the Controller's Department, showing the status of credits 

and loans in East Pakistan. 

Distribution: 

Executive Directors and Alternates 
President 
President's Council 
Executive Vice President, IFC 
Vice President, IFC 
Department Heads, Bank and IFC 



IBRD/IDA 

EAST PAKISTAN - STATUS OF CREDITS AND LOANS AS OF DECEMBER 30, 1971 

($ thousands) 

Credit/Loan Date Amounts Outstanding 
Project Number Signed Net of Rep~ents and Cancellations 

IDA 

Dacca Irrigation 11 10/19/61 
Inland Ports 16 11/22/61 
Brahmaputra Flood 39 6/26/63 
Chandpur Irrigation 40 7/26/63 
Dacca Water and Sewerage 41 8/16/63 
Chittagong Water and Sewerage 42 8/16/63 
East Pakistan Education 49 3/25/64 
East Pakistan Highway 53 6/11/64 
Pakistan Eastern Railway 56 6/24/64 
Inland Water Transport 65 8/26/64 
Foodgrain Storage 83 2/10/66 
Second East Pakistan Education 87 6/17/66 
Technical Assistance 136 1/13/69 
Chandpur II Irrigation 184 5/14/70 
East Pakistan Small Industries 192 6/10/70 
East Pakistan Tubewells 208 6/30/70 
East Pakistan Reconstruction 228 1/13/71 
Irrigation Engineering so8 12/15/69 
Irrigation Engineering SlO 6/10/70 

Estimated East Pakistan 
Share of Eastjwest Credits 

Agricultural Development Bank 76 6/30/65 
Commercial Road Vehicles 81 1/13/66 
Industrial Imports 98 12/23/66 
Second Agricultural Dev. Bank 117 6/13/68 
Telecommunications 145 3/ 6/69 
Third Agricultural Dev. Bank 157 6/26/69 
Industrial Development Bank 177 2/11/70 
Second Telecommunications 186 5/22/70 

Total 

IBRD 

Railways 321 9/14/62 

Estimated East Pakistan 
Share of East/West Loans 

Railways 241 11/30/59 
DFC (PICIC) lst thru 8th 12/17/57 thru 3/21/69 

Total 

~ Bank/IDA are obligated to complete disbursements on Unqualified Agreements to 
Reimburse,and on Qualified Agreements to Reimburse to the extent that p~ents 
were made by the banks under these agreements before December 30, 1971; the 
amounts remaining to be disbursed under the latter category are expected to 
be minor. 

' , 

1,000 
1,986 
5,000 
5,250 

13,200 
7,000 
4,500 

22,500 
9,968 
5,2o6 

19,200 
13,000 

2,000 
13,000 

3,000 
14,ooo 
25,000 

Boo 
2,4oo 

10,000 
4,ooo 
2,000 

500 
9,000 

500 
12,000 

4,000 

210,010 

3,495 

2,200 
51,000 

56,695 

Disbursed Undisbursed . 

1,ooo 
1,986 
5,000 
5,250 
6,034 7,166 
3,303 3,697 
3,694 8o6 
3,627 
9,968 

18,873 

5,2o6 
18,449 751 

3,965 9,035 
2,000 -

595 12,405 
186 2,814 
118 13,882 
- 25,000 

741 59 
1,338 1,062 

10,000 
4,ooo 
2,000 

500 
3,790 5,210 
- 500 

1,200 10,800 
- 4,000 

93,950 . _ g6.~.o.Qo 

3,495 

2,200 
49 2371 1 2629 

55,066 1,629 

Agreements to Reimburse 
Included in "Undisbursed" 

Un9,ualified y Qualified y 

-
43 

1,218 

- 1,796 

- 225 
- -- 1,868 

- 76 

- 3,914 

43 9,097 

- \ 233 

- to{ 233 

Controller's 
12/30/71 
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IN-TERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
· c.lJ~ Ad.b.o - 1NTBAFRAD 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 
Cable Acldr..oo-1NDEVAS 

1818 H Street:, N.W., Washini!t:on, D. C. 20433, U.S.A. 

Nawabzada A.M. Raza, 
H.Q.A., H.K. S.Pk. 
.Ambassador of Pakistan 
Embassy of Pakistan 

Azea Cock 202 • Telephone - EXecutive 3·6360 

2315 Massachusetts Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20008 

Dear Mr. Ambassador: 

December 30, 1971 

Thank you very nmch for the excellent lunch yesterday. 
MUch of what we discussed is set forth in Mr. Knapp's letter of 
December 29 to you which I assume you received late yesterday 
afternoon. However, to elaborate on a few points, I enclose an 
Aide Memoire which you may find useful. If you should have any 
questions on Mr. Knapp's letter or on the Aide Memoire, please 
do not hesitate to call me. 

With kind regards, 

Enclosure 

be w/ enclosure: Messrs. McNamara ( o/ r) 
Knapp 

MHWiehen/lgl 

Broches 
Gabriel 
Chadenet 

Yours sincerely, 

I .P.M. Cargill 
Director 

South Asia Department 
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AIDE MEMOIRE 

WORLD BANK . AND IDA PROJECTS IN EAST PAKISTAN: 

SUSPENSION OF DISBURSEMENTS 

1. On December 29, 1971, the Bank and illA, in the light of Ambassador 
Raza 1 s letter of December 23, 1971, suspended the right of Pakistan to make 
further withdrawals from loan accounts and credit accounts in respect of 
expenditures for projects (or parts thereof or subprojects) located in .East 
Pakistan. Except for . certain payments under outstanding letters of credit 
against which the Bank or IDA have issued unqualified or qualified agreements 
to reimburse (these cases are explained in Mr. Knapp's letter to Ambassador 
Raza of December 29, 1971) the suspension effectively halts all disbursements 

· on East Pakistan projects. However, the suspension notification to the 
Government of Pakistan (and to PICIC, the only other direct "borrower" affected 
by the suspension) makes provision for further withdrawals with respect to 
such expenditures .incurred for the respective projects (or East Pakistan sub
projects or parts of projects) as the Government and the Bank/IDA shall agree 
may properly be financed out of such loans or credits. 

2. The action taken by the Bank/IDA will affect principally three types 
of firms who have contractual arrangements with parties in Pakistan and whose 
supplies or services are financed out of Bank loans or IDA credits for projects 
(or parts of projects or subprojects) located in East Pakistan: 

(a) Consultants may have rendered services in the field or 
at their home offices (over periods which in some cases 
may be quite long) for which they have not been paid. 
Some time lag between the time the service is rendered 
and the payment for such service is normal, but compli
cated verification procedures required before payment 
can be made have in some cases been further delayed by 
the unsettled conditions in East Pakistan during the 
last year. Any termination of consul tancy contrac_ts 
which may be necessary in the circumstances could lead 
to additional claims to cover the cost of reassignment 
of personnel, termination payments to some staff, 
penalties, etc. 

(b) Contractors are likely to have similar problems as con
sultants, · namely work performed which has not been paid 
yet, reassignment of personnel, termination costs, 
penalties, etc . , but in addition they may not be able to 
remove equipment, machinery, etc. from East Pakistan, or 
only at high cost. 

(c) Manufacturers m~ have delivered goods to East Pakistan 
without having received payment, or they may have goods 
in various stages of manufacture which cannot be sold 
otherwise, or only at a loss, or factories may have been 
geared up for large orders, with no innnediate alternative 
utilization. 
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These examples are given only for illustrative purposes; claims may of 
course result from many other contractual obligations as set forth in the 
individual contracts. 

3. In addition to these three types of cases which may be affected . 
by the suspension, there are the overseas commercial banks which have 
issued letters of credit, either irrevocable or revocable, to their clients 
to which the Bank/IDA have given only their qualified agreement to reimburse. 
These commercial banks will now be obliged to look to the advising banks in 
Pakistan for settlement of any claims they may have. 

4. In order to minimize the adverse effects of this interruption of 
QUtstanding contracts, Pakistan might well wish to seek an equitable settle
ment with legitimate claimants. If such settlement is reached, the Bank/IDA 
would cor1sider reimbursing the Government for such payments out of the respec
tive loan and credit agreements; it is primarily for this eventuality that 
the provision referred to at the end of paragraph 1 of this Aide Memoire was 
included in the notification of suspension. 

5. In addition, the Bank/IDA would be prepared to consider requests 
for the redirection to West Pakistan of goods shipped, or manufactured for 
shipment, to East Pakistan, under loans or credits for PICIC, IDBP, ADBP and 
T&T, provided these goods can be utilized in West Pakistan in accordance with 
the respective loan or credit documents. 

South Asia Department 
MHWiehen/lgl 
December 30, 1971 

Cleared w/Mr. Knapp, Mr. Broches 
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January 31, 1972 
World Bank Office 
Dacca 

BANGLADESH 

PROPOSED AGENDA FOR ACTION 

Short Term 
•=====•=== 

A. Expatriate Advisors 

1. These are chancy animals. In the past some have proved exceptionally 
qualified but the majority mediocre to poor. The odds are against getting 
good advisors here, on account of the depressing living conditions. 

2. Beware of those who enthusiastically volunteer for service here. Some 
may be good. The majority however will prove to be crusading do-good.ers who 
want to bring the gospel to the savages. They are the self-conceited hypo
crites who believe their green academics are superior to the mellowed ex
perience of the local people. 

3. The most telling argument against expatriate advisors is that they tend 
to stifle the growth of local initiative and expertise. It is a common 
phenomenon that local officials will simply pass the buck to foreign advi
sors to avoid the burden of thinking. In the short-run this is probably 
more expedient. In the longer-run, however, it is better 11to force a man 
to learn to fish than to serve him with a fish. n 

4. It is a mistake to assume that we know better than the Bengalis where 
they need expatriate advisors. They are instinctively judging in the con
text of the social/political/cultural milieu of Bangladesh; we are judging 
basically by Western standards. Even if we are correct in the short-term, 
they are likely to be more correct in the long. 

5. The Government of Bangladesh is only several weeks old. It cannot be 
expected to come up immediately with specific proposals for expert assis
tance. We should not attempt to make the judgements for them, for we are 
only one of the m~ blind who are groping to define the elephant. 

6. With the above in mind, I would suggest the following to guide us in 
the matter of expert advisory assistance : 

a. Let us not rush the Government. A newly born nation must 
be given some time to collect and consolidate its thoughts. 

b. Let us give what the Goverrunent wants and not what we 
suggest they want. 

c. Let us look for quality not quantity. 

d. Let us provide trainers not doers. 

_._ •• : _ - _!..~- - . ~ 
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B. ~ssessment of Relief and Reconstruction Needs 

1. The ideal form of coordination is to channel work through one 
organization. The United Nations is organizing an assessment of relief 
and reconstruction needs, which is enough. All others, including our
selves, should (i) assist the U.N. study (ii) inform the UV of matters 
of particular- interest for inclusion in the assessment (iii) resist the 
temptation to send assessment teams of their own and (ivl accept the 
findings of the U.N. study as a basis for action. 

c. Economic Review 

B. A longer term economic feview mission to assess future prospects 
and the possible extent and areas of external assistance should be con
ducted by the Bank, probably in conjunction with the IMF. This should 
be timed to allow for the turbidity in the aftermath of the nine months 
of dislocation to have settled. This should not be before mid-1972 and 
preferably towards the end of the year. 

D. Ongoing IBRD/IDA Financed '_[Projects 

9. The following nine projects financed by the IBRD/IDA were under 
execution in Bangladesh prior to separation 

Foodgrain Storage 
Chandpur Irrigation (II) 
Dacca WASA 
Chittagong WASA 
Dacca/Chittagong Highway 
Education (49 & 87) 
Small Industries 
ADO Tubewells 
Cyclone Reconstructimn 

Total : 

Unutilized Credit Balance 
As of Nov.30,197l 

($ million) 

0.7 
12.4 
7.2 
3.8 

19.4 
10.0 

2.8 
12.9 
25.0 

95.2 

10. Of these the foodgrain storage, Dacca/Ohittagong WASA (water supply) 
and education projects are in the final stages of physical execution. 
The Ohandpur irrigation project is fairly advanced and the Dacca/ 
Chi ttagong highway somewhat less so. On the ADO tubewell and small in
dustries projects, the bulk of preparatory work has been completed but 
no or little actual work is in progress. For the cyclone reconstruction 
project, a good deal of preparatory work was done on several sub-projects 
but no agreements have been concluded. 

• ••• 3/ 
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11. In case the Government wishes to carry all or any of these 
projects to completion, I believe we should encourage it by offering 
to consider retroactive financing for f'urxls expended. The academically 
inclined may argue that these projects should be shelved until a review 
of new investment priorities is conducted. I disagree. These projects 
were financed as high priority projects in the past and any reordering 
of priorities can only be marginal. A shelving and renewed appraisal 
of these projects can mean many months and probably many years of delay. 
The .economic loss from such delays will likely far outweigh the con
ceptual benefit derived from a reordering of priorities. 

E. Reconstruction Projects 

12. A good deal of emergency rehabilitation has already been carried out 
by the Government with the assistance of the Indians and much of the 
communication system has been restored to use. However this is basically 
temporary patchwork which must be replaced by more permanent structures. 

13. At the risk of sounding cynical, I believe the best way for us to 
assist in this work is to stay out of it. The record of the cyclone 
reconstruction work shows that local efforts are often quicker and more 
adapted to local conditions. To elaborate: under our cyclone project 
we sent "experts"(many of whom had no practical experience nor theoret
ical training in such matters) for about a week to review the require
ments in fishing boats, shelters, etc. While these were working on 
impressive ratiocinations to clear our consciences, the local officials 
were quietly working their way through on their projects. 

14. B.y the beginning of the political disturbances in March 1971, 
(i.e. J.5 months after the cyclone) the Government had repaired more 
than 50% of the damaged embankments, repaired practically all of the 
usable water pumps, and supplied or financed 10,000 pairs of cattle, 
assisted by which the farmers managed to cultivate over 90% of their 
land for the last aman crop. The Government had organized a fishing 
boat building program under which some 1,500 boats were constructed by 
November 1971 as against 4,900 boats we had planned to construct under 
our sub-project. 

15. During that period all we were able to acco~lish was to write 
some appraisal reports on sub-projects and draft sub-project agreements 
for several projects. Because of the March dislocation, none saw the 
light of day. This is not intended as a criticism of the Bank's pro
cedures. It is simply cited to point out that some projects are better 
carried out locally and that I consider the reconstruction work required 
now to be one of them. 

• ••• 4/ 
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Long Term 

A. The Need for a Human Focus 

16. Dacca today remirrls me of Tokyo in its immediate post-war years. 
The shabby clothing, the worn-down busses with people hanging on from 
the outside, the numerous bicycle rickshaws, the small street vendors. 
Why such a vast difference in the pace of development between the two 
nations in the past quarter of a century·? 

17. Clearly the reasons are too numerous and complex for cohesive 
analysis or description. One aspect, however, strikes me acute~, 
whenever I visit Tokyo, as probably providing a clue to this difference: 
the dissemblance in the glimmer in the eyes of the two people. In Tokyo, 
the eye of the man in the street is an intense ball of determination; in 
Dacca, a glazed ball of emptiness. MUltiply this by 100 million and 75 
million people respectively and you have part of the explanation for the 
difference. Economic development must come importantly from human 
development; with a determined population, an economy can rise from 
scratch; without it, enormous amounts of capital investment may lie in 
waste. 

18. Human development in Bangladesh is of central importance. This is 
a badly undernourished, largely illiterate (85%) people, living in an 
enervating climate with massive unemployment and under-employment. The 
low nutrition, high dysentery environment has produced infants with in
adequate vitality and mental faculties who, grown up, now constitute 
the bulk of the adult population of Bangladesh. 

19. Obviously this is a herculean task which can be undertaken only 
in decades if not centuries. Nevertheless, ar rather on account of 
this, a sharper focus on human development is urgently called for in 
Bangladesh. From this point of view I would suggest the following 

a. Family Planning: Population control is vital not 
only to keep down gross consumption but to raise the 
level of attention and nutrition given to each family 
member. In the past family planning programs, little 
effort has been directed to film motivation: by 
1970 there were only 25 projectors in use, with two 
films both produced in Europe. To cope with the 
massive, illiterate population of Bangladesh, the 
use of the traditional family planning visitors 
ani consultants is far too pedestrian an approach; 
an effort to reach the people en masse directly is 
needed. 

A weekly, entertainment-oriented film showing 
program saturating the country on screen, TV or 
both, with a subtle motivational focus, may be an 

...• 5/ 
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effective way of achieving this goal. This medium 
appears to be particularly suited here because of 
the homogeneity, probably unequalled elsewhere, in 
language, culture and living corrlitions, of a huge 
population. Thus one motion picture produced for 
the local population can be used effective~ for the 
entire country. The lack of entertainment other
wise will probably call forth good attendance. 

b. Mass film education. A program of the nature described 
above can concurrently be used for various other 
educational purposes fostering human development. 
Films on sanitation, baby care, nutrition a:rxi improved 
agricultural practices are some fields for which this 
would be desirable. 

c. A relaxation of the economic rate of return criterion 
in project appraisal. Rural electrificati~n may not 
pay finance-wise but will undoubtedly pay in the long 
run in human development. 

d. An emphasis on dispersed, cottage industry development. 
A commonplace sight both in rural and urban areas of 
Bangladesh is a cluster of people squatting on the 
roadside doing nothing, as if in a coma. If this idle 
labour time can be harnessed for production, there will 
be an immense and immediate impact on the level of per 
capita income as well as on human development: the 
physical exertion and spiritual satisfaction accompany
ing meaningful work will in themselves generate a more 
industrious mentality. 

B. Touch Up Investments 

20. There is immense capital, probably of hundreds of millions of 
dollars, sunk in Bangladesh which is not producing because of the lack 
of the finishing touch. There are huge industrial plants, financed 
mostly by bilateral aid, such as the Ghorasal fertilizer plant, the 
Chittagong triple-super phosphate plant, the North Bengal paper mill, 
the Mymensingh jute mill, to name a few, which belong to this category. 
The Dacca/Aricha highway, financed originally by USAID, lays serenely 
incomplete, as do a number of power generating plants financed by 
bilateral aid. Some of the IBRD/IDA financed projects also belong to 
this category, such as the Santahar foodgrain silo, the overhead water 
tanks and tubewells in Dacca and Chittagong, and the Chandpur irrigat
ion project. 

21. Apart from the above many plants and equipment (trucks, ferries 
and barges included) are not or only partially operating because of 
lack of spare parts and repair. Again the capital investment lying 

•••• 6/ 
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idle on this count can probably be valued in hun::lreds of millions of 
dollars. 

22. To get the most mileage out of limited resources, probably one 
of the most effective investments would be to focus initially on 
these i terns. 

c. Research 

23. Of all the aid given in the past to Bangladesh, probably that 
which produced the most while providing the least is the development 
of the high-yielding rice variety at the Rice Research Institute at 
Joydevpur, financed by the Ford Foumation. The cultivation of IRRI 20 
ttmiracle" rice, which was only 2,000 acres in 1969, spread to 100,000 
acres in 1970 and to 550,000 acres in 1971. The yield has averaged 
about 40 maunds per acre as compared to the yield of 15 to 20 maunds 
per acre with the traditional variety. 

2h. Comparable research in jute strains, jute manufacturing processes, 
jute product development, and jute marketing, is missing. Bangladesh 
carmot sit back and say that jute is phasing out: it carmot afford 
that. An immediate and intensive research effort in jute may well 
determine the fate of Bangladesh for the next century. 

D. Impact Loan 

25. Bangladesh is an econo:rrzy- which lacks in Eibsorptive capacity of 
major project type lending. This is not only because of its low 
implemental capacity but also because of its small industrial sector 
and rudi:roontal market economy. Thus bilateral donors that desire to 
attain a certain level of aid commitment in a certain year have 
financed projects which were known full well to be uneconomical. The 
Japanese financed Chittagong steel mill was known to be too small to 
be economic and is now operating heavily in the red; the Japanese 
financed Chittagong fish harbour has a capacity for serving 66 
trawlers against only 2 trawlers available to use it; power generating 
capacity, being an easy item for project aid, has now far outstripped 
demand; while Belgium has been proposing an addition of yet another 
200 MW atomic power plant in North Bengal, which would be the first 
atomic power plant ever to be built by Belgians. 

26. As long as aid is tied to projects, this drawback will persist, 
particularly if the procurement also is tied. A large and quick 
infusion of capital is possible only if aid were given for use in 
diffused projects such as miscellaneous industrial raw materials and 
spare parts, rural works, rural roads, rural electrification, cottage 
industry development or, perhaps most desirably, for capital budget 
support. 

• ••• 7/ 
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E. !griculture and Water Action Program 

27. The ravenous and costly action program for agriculture and water 
development prepared earlier by the Bank lies wistfully to be reawakened. 
Personally I don't think we should fully awaken the sleeping beauty, 
at any event just now, but should rather be carefully eclectic. Much 
contained in the program are studies on, or in preparation for, long 
term projects which can wait. It is decidedly undesirable to have 
hordes of consultants coming in now to restir the turbid aftermath of 
the struggle for independence. 

s. Kuriyama 
Dacca 
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Fo~ A.·L. * At 1430 Chaudhury alle with a message from the Foreign !JI.inister 

saying that the meeting with the Sheik was at 1100 . Suggest you che k I! 
with the Chief of Proto ol who will meet you . The message also said 
that the Sheik wished to de ide who in his Government should at tend 
Kuriyama ' s luncho 

/'Y ... ~~-
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Age . . 

Education 

Position Held 

Background 

. Mr. AoNo Hamidullah 

45' r1unshiganj 

January 29, 1972 
Bangladesh Bank, Dacca 

Calcutta University, BoAo Commerce, 1946 

Industrial Finahce Seminar .(Tokyo) 1963 

Present . - Governor, Bangladesh Bank 

1965 - Managing Director, Eastern Banking 

Corporation 

1961 - Head, East Pakistan Regional Office 

Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan 
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Age : 

Education : 

Position Held : 

Background 

Mr • Muhammad Matiul ISLAM 

42 

January 29, 1972 
World Bank Office 
Dacca 

Dacca University, B.A.Commerce, 1950 
Harvard University, M.A.Public 
Administration, 1957/58 

Present - Secretary, Ministry of 
Finance 

Early 1970 - Retired from Civil Service 
and became Resident Director, 
Pakistan National Oils, Ltd. · 

Between 1964/ 
69 $uccessively (all provincial) : 

Secretary, Education 
Secretary, Health, Labour & 
Social Welfare 
Secretary, Commerce and Indus
tries in that order. 

1963/64 - Secretary, Nat 11. Finance 
Commission (under Mr.Mohamed 
Shoaib as Chairman) 



Age : 

Education : 

Background 

Mr. Abdur Rab CHAUDHURY 

38, Noakhali District 

Dacca University 

Oxford Balliol College 

January 29, 1972 
World Bank Office 
Dacca 

M~A. in Political Science 1955 
LL:.B·. 1956 

1958/59 P.P.E. 

Fellow of E.D.I., World Bank Industrial Projects Course, 
April/July 1969 

Positions Held : Present Coordinator, External Assistance for Relief 
and Rehabilitation 

July 71 

June 70 

November 70-
February 71 -

Chairman, Warehousing Corporation 

Coordinator, Accelerated Rice Production 
Program 

Relief Commission~r, Chittagong. 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 

CORPORA T1 ON 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM CONFIDENTIAL 

Mr. I.P.M. CARGILL 

Michael H Wiehen u~' 
Visit to Bangladesh 

(A) INTRODUCTION: 

DATE: January 22, 1972 

DECLASSIFIED 

APR 0 4 2013 
WBG ARCHIVES 

1. Kuriyama and I arrived in Dacca on January 12. I left Dacca 
on January 20; Kuriyama is staying on. 

2. We met with Secretaries, Chairmen and Administrators of all 
Government departments, agencies and organizations with whom we had 
project contacts in the past. We met also the Secretary General 
(successor of Chief Secretary), the Governor of the Bangladesh Bank, 
bankers, private businessmen, foreign diplomats and Indian authorities. 
We had very close contacts with the United Nations Relief Operations 
in Dacca (UNROD) who were most helpful to us. We made two field trips, 
one air inspection of North Bengal, looking at the railway situation 
between the Hardinge Bridge and Rangpur,and one helicopter flight to 
Chittagong with a visit to the foodgrain silo and the port. 

3. The situation is so complex and so much in flux that any judgment 
at this time must be preliminary, restrained and qualitative rather than 
quantitative. 

(B) THE GENERAL SCENE: 

4. Before Sheikh Mujib 1 s return to Dacca, the administration was 
largely unchanged except that each department was now under the direction 
of a political minister. Most of the Secretaries were C.S.P.s; some were 

· Secretaries before in other departments, one had even retained his position 
(Food Secretary), but the majority were people who had fled from the country 

·-(\ after March 25. There was obvious rivalry and disagreement among the 
returnees and farspread distrust of those who had remained behind. The 
administration was functioning in a wayLJt was headless, and often pre- Lbut 

~ occupied with subjects of secondary importance. Many of my close contacts 
in Bangladesh fully confirmed the apprehension felt abroad about the long 
term viability of that government. 

5. Within very few days after his return, Sheikh Mujib took complete 
and effective charge. He has started a major re-organization of the 
administration. One objective appears to be the replacement of C.S.P. 
generalists by specialists, professionals (most eminent example is the 
appointment of Nurul Islam as Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission), 
although a number of political appointees have still been retained~ 
Another objective of the re-organization is stream-lining, e.g. the 
contemplated merger of industrial financing institutions, the re-organization 
of agricultural agencies etc. Also, Mujib seems able to overcome both 

/ rivalries among returnees and distrust of those who remained. Finally, 
Mujib at the moment seems accessible to everybody; this should facilitate 
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dealings with the administration, because every civil servant at the 
moment feels subject to constant control by the Prime Minister. This 
may change but it is very obvious at present, and with very positive 
results. 

6. Although the Central Secretariat is now fully in place, it is 
still in a state of great flux. Almost everyday more changes are announced, 
and quite a few more are expected to come when the Bengalis now serving in 
West Pakistan, especially in Islamabad, return home, which may happen in 
the next 2 or 3 months. Information on the status of the administration at 
District and Thana levels is very spotty. Apparently most District 
Commissioners are new. The major reason for this lack of information is 
the complete breakdown of the telecommunications system which is only slowly 
being restored. 

7. On the political side, Mujib has confirmed the decision of the 
Mujibnagar group to appoint only Awami League members of the National Assembly 
as ministers (he now has 15 ministers). He has replied to pleas for a multi
party Government by stating that the by-elections necessary to fill a number 
of vacant seats can be contested by any party. There is some distinct dis
appointment among senior leaders of the other parties. Apparently Mujib could 
have been talked into a multi-party Government but other Awami League officials 
were opposed very strongly and Mujib accepted their view. 

8. A draft constitution is being prepared by the Awami League. The 
draft will be presented to the Constituent Assembly which is expected to 
be convened in the 2nd half of February ·and which will comprise all those 
who were elected in December, 1970 to the National or Provincial Assemblies. 
Even before the new constitution has been adopted, Sheikh Mujib has announced 
sweeping changes in the entire system of local bodies at the village and town 
levels. Although no details are known yet, it seems that in future all these 
bodies are to be elected on the basis of universal adult franchise. 

;r 9. With regard to the security situation in Bangladesh, there has been 
great chaos, and a lot of tension still prevails because a number of Bengali 
guerilla groups have initially refused to handover their arms. There was 
great rivalry among those groups, and the fact that they are still armed 
should be a major reason why the Indian Army's presence is generally appreciated. 
Although some of these groups are .still said to be harassing non-Bengalis, and 
some looting, kidnapping and robbery is still taking place, there have been no 
reports of unlawful activities on a major scale during the last week or two. On 
January 17, Sheikh Mujib ordered all these men to turn in their arms and return 
to a peaceful life. Most observers believe that a sizeable number of weapons 
will be hidden for the time being, but there is no doubt that the incidents of 
looting etc. have diminished substantially after Mujib 1 s appeal. The security 
situation clearly is improving rapidly, and it is said that even more and more 
non-Bengalis are venturing out into streets and back to their old jobs. 

10. Overall, Sheikh Mujib at the moment has very impressive control of the 
entire society, and the feeling of direction, purpose and concerted effort for 
the good of the country is evident everywhere. 
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(C) THE ECONOMY: 

11. I do not think anybody at the present has a complete picture of 
the Bangladesh economy. Everybody is overwhelmed by the immediate problems 
in his sphere of influence, and nobody seems able yet to pull all the strings 

~ together and devise a coordinated approach. With the appointment of Nurul 
Islam as head of the Planning Commission, which was to become effective on 
January 20, the medium and long term aspects are in the best possible hands 
and should be handled soon in a methodical manner. The other members of the 
Planning Commission have not been announced yet, but among the names that 
have been rumoured is Rahman Sobhan; as for the staff, Nurul Islam is trying 
to get a number of his former PIDE economists to join him. However, the 
short term problems are almost overwhelming. 

./ 

I 

I 

I. RELIEF & REHABILITATION: 

12. The most urgent task of the Government is to enable 10 million 
refugees to return from India to Bangladesh. It is clear that Bangladesh 
authorities have given firm undertakings to India that the task would be 
completed in record time, perhaps by the end of February. From information 
available in Dacca, there is no problem in getting the refugees to move back; 
in fact many refugees do not wait for official arrangements but return on 
their own, as they have fled. As of January 2G, the official number of 
refugees returned had already passed the 4 million mark. The problem really 
begins when the refugees reach their "home" areas. Most are given two weeks' 
ration and a small amount in cash. But once they return, many find their 
homes destroyed or taken by others. They need shelter materials, food, medicine 
and some cash to get them going on their own - .to buy agricultural inputs, raw 
materials for home industry etc. In some border areas, there is very great 
destruction, and it is not only that houses and farms have been destroyed but 
also all traditional trading links have been interrupted. The task is made 
much more difficult by the very great dislocation of people within Bangladesh. 
The total number of destitute people (including refugees) is being estimated 
by the Government at up to 30 million. This number may be exaggerated but 
there is no doubt that the task is stupendous. 

13. Charged with the task of providing relief and rehabilitation is a 
special department with a primarily coordinating role. This department is 
staffed with young, enthusiastic, but not very experienced people. They 
have overreacted to the urgent need by stipulating requirements which cannot 
possibly be met. E.g. while at present the entire port handling capacity of 
Bangladesh is 70,000 tons per month, soon with the arrival of 9 minibulkers 
to go up to 190,000 tons, and with the reopening of Chalna port to about 
250,000 tons per month, the "most important and urgent requirements 11 were 
set at 18 million tons (which at 250,000 tons per month will take 6 years 
to move); this 18 million tons includes 10 million tons of cement, which nobody 
can explain. But these officials are making a valiant effort to deal with the 
problems in a complex manner, and their performance seems to improve fast. 
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vf 14. The major problem of bringing relief to the people is transportation. 
The internal transport system has been very substantially disrupted. Transport 
through India is being reopened, but Calcutta port is a major problem of its 
own. 

15. The United Nations, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 
and innumerable voluntary agencies have settled down in Dacca and are anxious 
to help but do not seem as yet as effective as necessary. First, there seems 
to be little coordination among the donor agencies; no agency knows what the 
othe~ are doing. Second, there still appears to be some disagreement between 
the Government and the agencies about their role, which is only superficially 
patched over. E.g., the ICRC was told at one time that they should hand over 
all drugs, blankets and food to the Government at port of entry; the ICRC instead 
wishes to handle the distribution itself and seems to have won its point at the 
moment; the ICRC expects to be 11 operational 11 soon with 3 or 4 helicopters 1 2 or 
3 planes and 250 to 300 people to distribute to the needy people directly 20,000 
tons of foodgrains, blankets and medicine; the ICRC also has several teams of 
doctors and nurses in Bangladesh. Other voluntary agencies also have several 
planes flying all over Bangladesh, but the UN team does not know where they 
fly and what they transport. The lack of rapport is evidenced by the fact that 
a UN plane on which I was a guest flew half empty to Rangpur despite a shortage 
of drugs in Rangpur and a two hour effort by senior U.N. staff to get some 
medicine released from the Government stocks. The U.N. so far has delivered 
trucks and 10 minibulkers (of which one is still under repair) but no foodgrains 
yet. The trucks are operated by the Government, the U.N. handles maintenance. 
The first UN foodgrains are expected to arrive soon from Singapore where they 
were stored during the war. The UN role in Bangladesh is not yet completely 
clear but apparently UNROD sees its main function in helping the Government move 
foodgrains and other essential goods within the Government's own system. 

16. During my last two days in Dacca a change in attitude started to take 
place, apparently triggered off by a meeting Toni Hagen, the acting UNROD 
Chief, had with Sheikh Mujib. The Government quickly appointed a capable man 
as the sole coordinator for all outside help, and the UNROD team on its side 
took steps to coordinate at least the flight activities of all voluntary 

~ agencies, and may try to go beyond that. I had the impression that UNROD is 
considered by the Government to be the organization best able to play a 
coordinating role. Although the "direct distribution systemn favoured by the 
ICRC may in isolated cases reach destitute people whom the Government might 
have neglected, there is no doubt that the Government distribution system 
cannot • and should not - be duplicated, and the UNROD team rightly has taken 
the position that they are in Bangladesh to help the Government to reach all 
needy people through the normal channels. 

17. The UNROD team, encouraged by the most recent positive reaction of 
the Government,is now beginning to think of other fields in which they might be 
of assistance to the Government. They speak, still rather vaguely, of 
sponsoring a 1rdamage assessmentn team which should start in the field in early 
February. I had extensive discussions with the local leaders of the team, with 
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Pierre Sales from the New York office and, briefly, with Paul-Marc Henry 
at the Airport (when he arrived and I departed), and will come back to 
this point further below. 

II. BASIC NECESSITIES: 

18. Food, sh~ter material~ and medicines are the three most important 
items tobe dist J.:buted. --

vi 19. Food: Due to a very good aman crop (which has been provisionally 
estimated at 5.6 million tons) village people who stayed in their place 
and town people who have retained their belongings appear to be rather well 
off: rice is available in sufficient quantities and at moderate prices 

~ (average Rs. 45 per maund). The situation is substantially less satisfactory 
for those people who have to rely on food supplies from the Government - the 
returnees and other destitute people. Apparently some pockets of severe 

/ 

food shortage already exist among those groups, and more are expected to 
develop soon unless help can be brought quickly. Most of the returning 
refugees are given by India a two weeks' ration of food, and although many 
of them are said to sell their ration in India at a substantially higher price 
before returning (Rs. 80 per maund), the impact of the returnees on the local 
government stocks is only beginning to be felt. However, demand on the 
Government distribution system will accelerate very steeply. Information on 
the food situation is becoming available only very slowly,especially from the 
more remote areas. It comes mostly as small teams of UNROD, ICRC and voluntary 
agency personnel return from field trips to Dacca. The destruction of the 
telecommunications network has interrupted all normal lines of communication. 
Therefore information on the stock position in the Government supply system 
is also quite incomplete. 

20. Of the four IDA financed foodgrain silos, which should play a vital 
function in the distribution network,only the one at Narayanganj is in 
operation, but its stock is almost depleted. The silo in Santahar requires 
some work on the handling equipment before it can be used. The Chittagong 
silo at present holds about 80,000 tons of wheat but operations were stopped 
in November and have not been resumed. Tpe jetty for unloading oceangoing 
vessels has been damaged, and repair seems to be difficult and time-consuming. 
The jetty for loading coasters is operational but so far no coasters have 
arrived, and what little foodgrain is presently shipped out of Chittagong is 
in bags from the general cargo port area. The silo at Ashuganj, already 
damaged last March/April, has been hit by more rockets (it is located right 
at the strategic Meghna river railway bridge) and requires several months 
for repair. The network of some 850 Central and Local Supply Depots must 
have suffered some damage but a survey has not been completed yet. Some stocks 
are said to have been destroyed, others taken to India, but all this is 
unquantified. 

21. If the food shortage at present is limited, there is no doubt that 
major efforts wil l have to be made to import and distribute large amounts of 
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foodgrains to supply a large part of the population as the aman rice is 
being used up. These efforts will be mainly the Government 1 s but will need 
to be heavily supported by UNROD and ICRC • 

./ 22. As for shelter materials, the problem is much the same: corrugated 

/ 

iron sheets and polythene sheets need to be imported and brought up - country 
from Chittagong and Chalna. They should be fully distributed by the time the 
rains begin in May or June. 

23. Other basic necessities like kerosene or sugar are becoming very 
scarce and prices are rising at an alarming rate. Some supplies are now being 
brought in from India. 

III. COMMUNICATIONS: 
. . . . - ~ 

24. This sector of the economy probably has suffered the most severe 
physical . damage. It has been the target of several groups since last March. 
As a result the communications network today is functioning at a very low 
level and massive outside assistance is needed to bring it back to pre-March 
1971 conditions. 

25. Ports: 1/ Both Chittagong port and Chalna anchorage have been 
declared "open~ as of January 12; the first foreign vessel was expected to 
arrive on January 18, another a few days later. The port channels are 
lined with sunken ships and are apparently not very clearly marked. In 
Chalna anchorage, four vessels are sunk and although they do not interfere 
with the approach of ocean going ships they do reduce the handling capacity 
by about one-third. In Chittagong there are several ships submerged in the 
port itself, one just off the main jetty of the foodgrain silo and another very 
close to one of the main general cargo jetties. The unloading facilities are 
largely un-damaged but about 20 percent of covered storage space has been 
destroyed. UNROD arranged for an inspection flight of two Lloyds surveyors 
over the port and its approach and expect Lloyds to declare Chittagong and 
Chalna 11 usable 11 by international shipping lines. To remove the more disturbing 
wrecks in Chittagong, a heavy floating crane is being brought in by UNROD from 
Singapore. The Indian Navy is also assisting in the clearance of the port and 
approach channels and has already removed all mines with the help of charts 
handed over by the Pakistani Navy. 

j 26. However, even when foreign ships can dock and unload, the main problem, 
as last year, will be the removal of goods from Chittagong up country; the 
storage sheds are full of goods, and only very few country boats and coasters 
had come in for loading as of January 17. The Chief Traffic Engineer estimated 
that the present level of discharge from the port by all modes combined is only 
about 30-40,000 tons per month. One factor which is almost certain to affect 
port operations adversely is the high rate of non-Bengalis in the senior 
positions of the Port Trust prior to the war. Many of them are now being 
r eplaced by peopl~ from lower ranks who will need some time before they can 
operate as effectively as their predecessors. 

1_/ by the Government 
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27. Railways: In early April, a major railway bridge over the 
river Feni on the main line from Chittagong to Dacca was destroyed, with 
S spans in the water and 3 pylons gone. In the last days of the war several 
other major railway bridges (Hardinge, Meghna at Ashuganj, Tista at Rangpur 
and MYmensingh) were so heavily damaged that both materials (girders) and 
equipment (crane etc.) for repair have to be brought in from outside the 
country. In each case, one or two full spans were dropped in the water; from 
the air, the pylons did not seem to have suffered structural damage. Furthermore, 
a few wagon ferries which provided links across the major rivers have been 

~ sunk or destroyed. As a result of all this damage, the railway system is 
badly truncated. Some of the rolling stock was also destroyed or damaged, but 
some rolling stock, left intact, is now functioning in each of the severed 
parts of the system. However, the railway telecommunications network is 
completely out of order and therefore traffic is "on sight11 • The few trains 
I could see from the air seemed to have as many passengers on the roof tops 
and outside as inside. The most important railway link from Chittagong to the 
north now 11 is in operation to Chandpur" - with transshipment necessary along 
the way across two damaged bridges and about 3 miles over land in between. 
Most of the other repairs already made to hundreds of bridges and culverts are 
provisional, they force speed reductions and require more permanent repair 
urgently. 

v 28. Indian Army engineers are apparently most helpful and active in the 

j 

J 

repair of the railway system. The latest word on January 19 was that the 
Indian Railway which already has reopened S or 6 links with the Bangladesh 
system from West Bengal and Assam (which were cut in 1965) has undertaken to 
repair all major railway bridges except for the Feni bridge which the Bangladesh 
Railway seems capable of handling itself. The original estimate to restore 
all bridge connections is 4 months but I consider this rather optimistic. 
Apparently India has also requested a list of urgently needed signalling 
equipment and may help in this area too. 

29. For immediate relief UNROD is likely to bring in 3 major ferries -
at the Meghna and Hardinge bridges and across the Brahmaputra. The Railways 
also had a high proportion of non-Bengalis in senior positions and will face 
similar problems as Chittagong Port Trust. 

30. Roads: The highway system is equally badly damaged. More than 
400 bridges are said to have been blown up, plus many more culverts. However, 
all b~ them seem to have been provisionally made useable, partly with the 
help of IndianLengineers, or circumvented. Also, many trucks and car ferries LArmy 
have been destroyed or lost. Although highway traffic can again reach every 
part of the country, it is very slow on most roads and weight restrictions 
further limit capacity substantially. About 15 to 20 percent of the provisional 
crossings need to be made more permanent or raised before the monsoon if they 
are to remain useable. The poor condition of the highway system is compounded 
by the fact that the available truck capacity now is far less than half its 
former size - a large number of trucks either have been completely destroyed 
or are un-useable because of lack of spareparts. The import of low to medium 
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capacity trucks is a matter of highest priority; this is fully 
appreciated by UNROD. 

31. Waterways: The shipping fleet has suffered heavy losses, 
and although many large countryboats which had disappeared last year have 
surfaced again, the total internal shipping capacity is severely reduced. 
Many ships have been sunk and others are inoperational due to lack of 
spareparts. Of the 480 launches of IWTA alone, 20 percent have been lost 
and 30 percent are inoperational. In addition to the loss of vessels, 
surveying of the ever shifting rivers has been interrupted, a vital link 
of the Decca surveyor chain has been lost, a lot of navigational aids 
have been removed and dredging has been neglected. However, the U.N. is 
now bringing back its minibulkers and will also provide some tugs and 
barges. This should go a long way towards removing this major bottleneck. 

32. Air: All former PIA planes have disappeared and there is at 
present ~scheduled internal air service. The Government is negotiating 
with India for 2 Fokker Friendships to open at least some service. However, 
all air strips were badly damaged and to-date only 4 or 5 have been repaired 
provisionally; also all airport communications systems were destroyed. 

~ 33. Telecommunications: The telephone and telegraph system has been 
very severely damaged. Many stations with all equipment were destroyed, many 
land lines were interrupted, and a large number of telephone instruments 
have been broken. Today the only normal connections are between nacca and 
a few major towns; other connections are being put in rapidly on a makeshift 
basis. Some voluntary agencies are donating and installing radio equipment 
to establish at least one-channel links with places like Dinajpur, Thakurgaon 
etc. But it is clear that it will take a long time and heavy investment to 
restore the internal telecommunications system fully. Its lack is heavily 
felt everywhere; the Government is only now reestablishing links with its 
divisional and subdivisional offices, and it is a miracle that the economy 
and relief efforts have started to function at all. 

IV. AGRICULTURE: 

34. Foodgrains: In view of the subsistence character of most of 
agriculture in the country, activities, where they have been interrupted, 
are likely to be resumed without any delay. Damage to physical plant in 
this sector does not appear very great - some pumps damaged, power lines 
interrupted, transport lost. Unfortunately, there has been a very great 
loss of plow cattle which were mostly eaten. In some areas the loss is 
said to be as high as 95 percent. The main factor in restoring agriculture 
will be the replacement of the cattle population and an adequate supply of 
inputs. 

35. Seeds: Stocks on hand are sufficient for the boro crop only, 
which is sown in Jan~ary/February and harvested in May. More seeds need 
to be imported soon for the next crop. 
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v 36. Fertilizer: Stocks are very low. While TSP and Potash 
are sufficient at least for the coming bore crop, Bangladesh needs 
100,000 tons of urea almost immediately. The Fenchuganj fertilizer 
plant is producing at about 75 percent of capacity (80,000 tons instead 
of 110,000 tons per year) and needs spare parts to increase output; the 
transport of the finished product to the areas of consumption also still 
presents a problem. Ghorasal, the new Japanese aided urea plant, with 
an annual capacity of 350,000 tons, had mechanical problems pre-March 1971 
and needs repairs which will take 3 - 4 months after the Japanese engineers 
return. The Government of Japan is unwilling to finance these works. The 
company appears willing to return if they get paid, and the Government has 
now requested u~mOD to finance these works, and this request, strongly 
supported by us, is now under consideration by UNROD. The cost estimate 
is about $ 0.5 million. 

37. The first ship with fertilizer from India was expected to reach 
Chittagong on January 18 and some Indian fertilizer is also arrJ.vJ.ng in 
North Bengal by rail. If India continues these deliveries, then the 
requirements for the boro crop may yet be met. 

38. Pes tic ides: Stocks on hand are sufficient for the boro crop only. 

39. Pumps: Of the 25,000 low lift pumps owned by the Government 
(ADC), very few were returned for repairs last fall but the ADC expects 
the majority to be in working order. The supply of fuel for these pumps 
will be another priority demand on the transport system. 

40. Research: On the positive side, the Rice Research Institute in 
Dacca - Joydevpur, which has been supported by the Ford Foundation, has 
remained fully intact (except for some loss of transport) and all experiments 
have been saved; only some of the field testing through contract farmers 
was interrupted. The Ford Foundation is already considering to send Dr. 
Rufus Walker, an eminent plant scientist, back to Dacca. 

Cash Crops: 

41. Jute: The 1971 jute crop is provisionally estimated at 4.2 
million bales (1970: 6.6). The reasonsfor this shortfall are entirely the 
disturbances and the war: improper cultivation and retting, lack of inputs, 
and some destruction of grown plant. Of the crop, perhaps 0.5 million bales 
has found its way to India. The de·stru:ction of raw jute has been negligible. 

/ 42. Because of a large carry-over from the previous year, the stocks 
available for export are very large~including some 150,000 bales in Chalna 
ready for shipment. International buyers have converged on Dacca, hungry 
for jute. Bangladesh has declared all earlier sales contracts null and void, 
causing some confusion, but the Government is renewing them rather quickly 
on the same terms as before. Several chartered ships and one or two ships 
from India are expected at Chalna "soonn (as soon as Lloyds have declared 
the port open, allowing insurance coverage to be obtained). The conference 
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lines are also expected to start calling for jute with adhoc agreements 
before the general conference agreement with Bangladesh has been completed. 
Optimism about exports is running high. However, there are clear indications 
that the interruption of jute supply during the last year has further 
accelerated the shift of the European jute industry to synthetic fibers, 
and the Government will have to make a major effort to retain the market, 
or to open new markets. This will require early attention • 

../ 43. Tea: In the tea industry, the situation is rather grim. The 
production during the last season (which ended in December) was about 
one-third of a normal year (22 million lbs. against 65 to 70 million lbs.). 

:BUt sa~ anCfdispatcnes ~re even less, and there are large stocks of made 
tea in the gardens, in Chittagong and enroute between the two. More than 
~of total production (which is of fairly low, bulk quality) used 
to be shipped to West Pakist~, and it is unlikely that that market will 
open up again, at least not at the old prices which were substantially above 
the world market prices. Bangladesh may be able to gain some markets in 
East Europe under barter deals, but the industry expects that they will have 
to sell at the open London market at prices very much less than they have 
been used to. The big planters ~ mostly the Sterling companies - may get by 
although with very small profits; at the moment their production cost is 
slightly less than the price they expect to receive, and some further 
rationalization may be possible. Smaller • mostly Bengali owned • gardens 
now produce at a cost 50 percent or more above the expected price; some of 
them have already arranged for Sterling companies to run their gardens but 
some gardens may eventually be abandoned. 

44. While the supervisory staff was 1 rgely non-Bengali (and to a large 
degree is absent now), the very substantial labour force (120,000) seems to 
be returning fully, wanting food and money. As a result food in the area 
is quite short and the tea companies are all hard up for cash, not having 
sold any made tea for some time. Of the 120 factories, 40 were damaged, 
30 of them seriously. Some were blown up, in others only the prime movers 
were destroyed, about half of the transport equipment has gone, and serious 
fuel shortage is curtailing manufacturing where the machinery. is intact. 
However, supplies of food and fuel have started to come in from Assam, and 
the situation may improve shortly. 

45. Since the tea industry is potentially able to earn some foreign 
exchange and employs many people, the Government tries to help with overdraft 
facilities, long term loans etc., though still on a small scale. However, 
the Sterling gardens which account for the bulk of production are very 
unlikely to invest much new money in their gardens in view of the very un
certain business prospects, plus the threat of nationalization. Owners of 
23 gardens (of 150) are "absentn and their gardens are being operated by the 
Government's Tea Board. 

46. Sugar: The sugarcane crop has been badly hurt. Most of the 
sugarcane area is in the Northeast of Bangladesh where cultivation was often 
very difficult due to disturbances and the war, some ofthe grown plant has been 
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destroyed, and the crushing season coincided with the war. As a result 
whatever cane had survived was not harvested and processed properly. Overall 
yield may be as low as 20-25 percent of a normal year. 

V. UTILITIES: 

v 47. Power: Damage to the power system seems to be limited. At the 

J 

major Dacca generating station (Siddirganj), the auxiliaries and cooling 
system _were damaged but the plant was run without cooling. Several sub
stations were destroyed and many transmission towers toppled. However, all 
necessary lines are back in operation (only the Chittagong - Comilla 
transmission line is still cut at Feni), and power supply is being maintained, 
although with interruptions. The major saving factor of course is that the 
demand, especially from industrial consupiers, has dropped very substantially. 
More than one-third of the officers in the power wing of WAPDA were non
Bengalis and many have had to be replaced. However, this fact is not expected 
to have too adverse consequences, because demand on the power system will 
increase only gradually. 

48. Gas: The major natural gas pipeline from the Titas field to the 
Ghorasal fertilizer factory and to Dacca has been disrupted where it crosses 
the Meghna river over the railway bridge at Ashuganj. A provisional 
"suspension" pipeline is being installed and expected in operation by end
January. All other gas installations are undamaged. 

49. Water Supply: The water supply systems in Dacca and Chittagong 
are completely undamaged and supply has been fully maintained. The only 
damage was to transport. 

VI. INDUSTRY: 

50. Physical damage to industrial installations is still being 
assessed but does not appear to be of major proportions. A tentative cost 
estimate for permanent repair of all plants owned by the Bangladesh 
Industrial Development Corporation (and this includes the steel mill, 
refinery, two fertilizer plants, cement factory and many jute and sugar 
mills) is not higher than Rs. 130 million (about $ 18 million equivalent). 

51. The production during the last 10 months has been drastically 
curtailed, though, due to a number of factors: Transport problems made it 
difficult, in many cases impossible, to deliver raw materials to the plants, 
and to take off the manufactured products. Security problems severely 
affected the presence of labour and management. Power fluctuations and 
interruptions caused damage to motors (which due to lack of spare parts could 
not be repaired), and in general did not allow constant operation. Although 
it is difficult to determin~ how many factories have actually resumed 
production, and how many are just getting ready, there is no doubt that overall 
industrial activity is still at an extremely low level. Production in most 
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plants is expected to improve as transport, power and management problems 
are being overcome. However, there is some apprehension that labour 
problems may arise. In any case, it will take a long time for most plants 
before they will make a profit again. Many companies stopped long ago to 
service debt, and the financial institutions are not very confident as to 
when they will begin to receive service payments. There is no clear idea 
yet as to how to handle overdue payments, but some form of rescheduling 
will be inevitable. 

52. A fair number of the major private companies (mostly jute mills) 
were owned by West Pakistani entrepreneurs. The Government has announced 
the takeover of management and property of all these companies; it has 
appointed administrators, often from within the management of the companies; 
e.g. the Administrator of the Adamjee Group of Industries is a former 
senior executive with 10 years service in the company. In some other 
important cases the choice is considered poor and the company may run into 
serious problems. For all companies so taken over, a problem arises from 
the fact that nothing has been announced about the handling of liabilities, 
and the financial institutions are understandably hesitant to make any 
further advances to these companies. 

53. In the jute industry specifically, only--little damage to installations 
has been reported (except that one mill has been largely destroyed), but 
the production during the last 10 months has been very un-satisfactory and 
continues to be so. The godowns are full with about 80,000 tons of jute 
goods, and 35,000 tons more are in transit somewhere in Bangladesh. In the 
absence of sales and exports, the cash position of the industry is desperate; 
it has been estimated that Rs. 500 million is needed to keep the industry 
going for the next few months. Transport and communication problems, power 
failures, voltage fluctuations, labour and management problems (during 
March-December, many Bengalis left; now most of the non-Bengalis are gone), 
general security problems - all affected the industry badly. Of the 68 
private jute mills, 32,~ccounting for 75 percent of the loomage, have been 
taken over by the Government. It remains to be seen whether the Administrators 
will be able to run the mills effectively as most of the other problems are 
being overcome. 

VII. EDUCATION: 

54. Buildings and equipment have suffered great damage because they 
were used by both armies. In fact, assessment of oamage is still not possible 
because many colleges, polytechnics etc. are being occupied by the Indian 
Army. Primary and secondary schools are open though with small attendance. 
All higher institutions are closed and nobody is ready to predict when they 
will reopen. 
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VIII. FAMILY PLANNING: 

/ 55. The family planning program appears to be in serious trouble. It 
was administered directly by the Central Government and although one new 
Minister has been put in charge (in addition to a few other subjects) there 
seems to be nobody to plead the case for family planning. The money 
available to the program is running short, and the program is in danger 
of faltering unless Sheikh Mujib can be interested in it. The Ford 
Foundation has assessed the situation and appears ready to continue its 
support if the program remains alive. 

IX. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS: 

56. The Bangladesh Bank (Central Bank) has as its new Governor 
(since January 17) a former commercial banker, but most of the experienced 
staff of the former Dacca Branch of the State Bank have remained. At 
present the Pakistani rupee, devalued to 7.25 (at par with the Indian 
rupee) continues to be used but will be replaced very shortly by a new 
currency of which the main unit, one Takka, will again be at par with the 
Indian rupee. The Bangladesh Bank has at present only Rs. 20 million 
equivalent in foreign exchange. but expects to earn comfortable amounts 
very soon when the jute exports begin. 

57. The Governor of the Bangladesh Bank requested information on 
requirement~ and procedures for membership in the IMF, and Kuriyama was 
able to supply some documents to him. The Governor may soon ask for a 
possible visit of an IMF staff member, and this could perhaps be arranged 
under the UNROD umbrella. 

58. Various aspects of monetary and fiscal policy are being studied; 
it is obvious that in this field little if any preparatory work had been 
done, and it will take several weeks before a coherent policy develops. 
Some of these decisions must be taken very soon because the Government 
seems to be almost completely out of cash, and the prospects for receipts 
are dim. For the moment, the Bangladesh Bank and the Government operate 
with a large number of ad hoc decisions. For example, most earlier credit 
ceilings have been removed to facilitate the payment of industrial wages 
for a month or two when earnings are expected to start coming in. In 
respect of foreign exchange transactions, the Bangladesh Bank seems to lean 
fairly heavily on National and Grindlays Bank, receiving technical 
assistance as well as facilities. 

59. As for the other financial institutions, they all continue to 
function more or less as before, except· that all those who had their 
headquarters in w·est Pakistan have been taken over by the Government and 
are now headed by Administrators; the latter can no longer · handle foreign 
exchange transactions. The future of the private commercial banks is 
somewhat in doubt; nationalization is considered a distinct possibility, 
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but it may not come for a while. For the moment the commercial banks 
are re-establishing all their branches and slowly resume transactions. 

60. With regard to the industrial finance companies (formerly PICIC, 
I DBP and EPS I C) there seems a good chance that they will be reorganized 
and merged into one or two institutions. All report very poor debt 
service and low cash position. Of BICIC's (formerly PICIC) client 
companies, a substantial number is now operating under Government 
administrators. The rate is much less for IDBB, (IDBP), and there are 
none for BSIC (EPSIC). 

61. BICIC: The former Manager for East Pakistan, Mr. Rashid, is the 
Administrator. He reports that several IBRD financed sub-projects have 
suffered damage. However, assessment is still at an early stage. He has 
a peculiar problem in that he knows only the total amount owed by his 
clients while the detailed information as to payment dates, principal and 
interest, currencies etc. had been maintained in Karachi and is not 
available to him now. 

62. IDBB: The former Deputy General Manager- - East Pakistan has been 
appointed Administrator. He has sent 20 teams across the country to 
assess the damage; early reports indicate that there was no major damage 
to the fixed assets. IDBB 's staff was heavily West Pakistani; many have 
already left, taking leave in October or November and not returning; many 
others are ready to go. IDBB in its present form may soon be depleted 
of good staff. 

63. BSIC: The Chairman and the Director of Operations have remained, 
and the staff is intact. So far very little damage to BSIC sponsored 
units has been reported. 

64. ADBB (ADBP): The former Manager for East Pakistan is now the 
Administrator. All field offices are intact, except that they lost all 
transport. ADBB is very short of cash and is just beginning to collect 
on outstanding loans ( Rs. 350 million) but is not very hopeful. It has 
received Rs. 20 million from the Government for some crash assistance 
to the tea industry and for cultivators to buy bullocks. 

(D) THE ROLE OF INDIA: 

65. India's presence in Bangladesh now has a very low profile. The 
Army has shown very good discipline and is keeping in the background as 
much as possible. At the beginning the Army helped - though often 
seemingly reluctantly - to maintain or restore "law and order" but this 
function is said to have ended and has been taken over fully by the local 
police, supported by the former East Pakistan Rifles. In the first few 
days after the surrender of Dacca, the Army- and some traders from Calcutta-
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seem to have bought the Dacca shops empty of all kindsof goods, but now 
the Indian Army in Dacca is largely invisible. 

66. One Indian Major-General, who is in charge of liaison with civil 
authorities, has coordinated the assistance in rehabilitation given by 
the Army to Bangladesh. Apart from some work still being done by the 
Army engineers and the Signal Corps, mostly helping to restore the railway, 
highway and telecommunications systems, he considers this phase of their 
presence completed. All other assistance given by India is b~ing handled 
between the regular officials in the two Governments. 

67. As for economic assistance, negotiations are going on on many 
levels. Many items urgently needed in Bangladesh are being supplied from 
India (like fuel, fertilizer, cement, steel, chemicals, drugs, medicines 
and sugar) and financed out of an ~J gr~ of Indi~_ Rupees~O million 
to cover the next few months. I believe that about Rs. 60 milliOn to be 
spent by India for the refugees when they return - food ration and cash 
dole-is being provided outside this grant. In addition, India has made 
available to Bangladesh a loan of£ 5 million to cover initial, urgent 
foreign exchange expenditures. As for the longer term the reopening of 
traditional trade relationship is being studied by many interested parties. 
Bangladesh officials appear somewhat apprehensive of having many Indian 
traders swarm into Bangladesh and therefore the present idea is to handle 
all trade through the respective State Trading Corporations. Most interesting, 
India and Bangladesh have already initiated talks about long term riverbasin 
development plans for the Brahmaputra and Ganges; B.M. Abbas, still Chairman 
of WAPDA and in addition newly appointed Adviser to Sheikh Mujib on Flood 
Control, is in New Delhi right now for full scale discussions with Minister 
K.L. Rae of all issues involved. Furthermore, India has already set up a 
committee to study the possibility of reopening the traditional river and 
rail traffic routes from Assam to the Bay of Bengal through Bangladesh. 

68. The honeymoon atmosphere between India and Bangladesh which 
characterised the first few weeks after the victory clearly is giving way 
to a more rational attitude in Bangladesh. But it is fully understood that 
India will be the only possible source of many items urgently needed 
(because of its nearness, its land access to many parts of Bangladesh, which 
are difficult to reach from the ports, and its willingness to help now) and 
that, once the most immediate needs of Bangladesh have been met, a continued 
close trading relationship will offer advantages to both sides, if properly 
handled. From the few indications I have had from the Indian side, GOI will 
continue to give generous help at this time of need in a very unbureaucratic 
manner, and is prepared to negotiate long term trading arrangements in a 
business·likemanner. 
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(E) THE ROLE OF THE BANK GROUP: 

~· 69. In respect of existing Bank and IDA projects in Bangladesh, not 

·./ 

very much damage seems to have occurred, but information is still very 
spotty. Apart from some PICIC sub-projects, and the Ashuganj Silo, the 
education projects seem to have suffered most, through structural damage 
to buildings and loss of equipment. Surveys will be undertaken and 
submitted to us as soon as feasible. 

10. Work under ongoing projects is likely to be limited to maintenance 
and some construction which does not require imported goods or services, 
until foreign exchange becomes again available. Under one or two projects 
expatriate consultants are likely to continue their work in the hope that 
some day they will receive the dollar portion of their fees. 

71. As for future activities of the Bank Group in Bangladesh, actual 
lending will have to wait until membership procedures have been completed, 
but technical assistance, and somewhat later project preparation, could 
and should be taken up soon. 

~ 72. As the most urgent form of technical assistance we should provide 
staff expertise to help in the preparation of a realistic rehabilitation 
and reconstruction program. I have discussed this subject with UNROD and 
recommend that we make available to UNROD - to operate under the UN umbrella -
the following experts, either from our own staff or by recruiting consultants: 

(a) One highway bridge engineer, 
(b) One railway bridge engineer, 
(c) One telecommunications engineer, 
(d) One river navigation expert, 
(e) A team of perhaps three traffic systems analysis/movement 

control experts, 
(f) Perhaps one fiscal expert, and 
(g) Possibly one agricultural economist. 

73. The experts under (a) to (d) would assess, from a technical point 
of view, the damage, determine the action to be taken for repair, and 
review the adequacy of measures taken so far. The highway and railway 
engineers would concentrate on the bridges which are the critical links. 
They might be able to give some help with related matters, too, such as 
railway track, roads, rolling stock, and the need for more links with India. 
The telecommunications engineer would in addition have to help determine 
whether the previous system is simply to be replaced or, taking into account 
the degree of damage as well as changed requirements, internal and external -
major changes in the system should be made. The navigation expert would 
concentrate on the adequacy of navigational aides, surveying and the need for 
dredging, in the ports as well as the inland waterways. Very roughly I would 
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guess that these experts (a) to (d) could complete their jobs in about 
3 to 4 weeks in the field. 

74. What I have in mind under (e) is as a group of people who can -

(i) Monitor the traffic carrying capability of each 
mode of traffic, taking into account the present 
state of fixed assets as well as "rolling stock"; 

(ii) Utilize the existing systems in a coordinated, 
optimal manner; 

(iii) Monitor the progress of repair or restoration of 
each traffic mode and assure highest priority is 
given to the next critical item, to achieve fastest 
possible improvement of£~otal transport system. Lthe 

Optimal use of the transport system clearly is the critical element 
in the relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction effort. Initially I 
would think that this team would have to be in operation for about 
three months but extension for another three months may be beneficial. 

75. The fiscal expert - a possibility that came up at a late stage 
and that has not been discussed with UNROD - would assist the Government 
in assessing the present fiscal position - which is critical - and in 
preparing the emergency measures necessary to deal with the most immediate 
requirements. This expert might be needed in Dacca for about one month. 

76. As for the agricultural economist, I am not fully convinced that 
such expertise is lacking but UNROD felt rather strongly that they would 
like such expert to be available to them, to guide the Government's 
measures for the rehabilitation of agriculture, and to advise on UNROD's 
activities in support of such measures. If we make such a man available, 
we should probably count on a term of about three months. In selecting a 
man we should keep in mind the possibility of attaching him later to our 
Dacca office on a permanent basis. 

77. UNROD would like all these experts to report to Dacca as early 
in February as possible. I agree that by that time they should be able to 
operate effectively. UNROD is likely to supply from other sources experts 
in health and possibly in education. 

78. With regard to technical assistance for longer term general 
economic planning, Nurul Islam may ask for our help in making available 
to the Planning Commission one or more specialized experts. If such a 
request comes, I suggest that we comply as quickly as possible; again 
using UNROD as umbrella (for the time being). However, if more intensive 
support for a longer term should be requested, a UNDP project might be more 
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appropriate, possibly with us as 'ExecutiDgAgency. 

79. Continued assistance for planning in the water and agriculture 
sector has already been tentatively requested by Abbas. He will specify 
his request after he has reviewed the report of the Special Projects 
Department on the Interim WoDk Program which should be available fairly 
soon. I suggest that in due course we resume such assistance in one 
form or another, but the project preparation and implementation aspect 
in that sector is likely to be curtailed for some time in view of the 
immense competing demands on the scarce resources from other sectors of 
the economy. 

80. As for renewed lending I suggest that as soon as it becomes clear 
that Bangladesh is well on its way to membership, we start preparing credits. 
However, even if this criterion were met very soon, I believe it will take 
several weeks, say mid-March, before any meaningful discussions with the 
Government about the scope of IDA credits can be held. Until then the 
Government machinery is likely to be completely preoccupied with the day-to
day requirements of relief and rehabilitation; and I think that UNROD should 
be entrusted with the task of coordinating all outside assistance during 
this period. Kuriyama will advise us when the Government is ready for 
discussions about future Bank Group assistance. 

81. Once the way is clear for project preparation, we should consider 
assistance in the following fields: 

(a) a non-project credit to facilitate the quick import of 

(i) spareparts for all kinds of machinery, industrial 
and agricultural; 

(ii) raw materials and components for industrial production; and 

· (iii) if not financed by other lenders: trucks and agricultural 
inputs such as seeds, pesticides and fertilizer. 

(b) One or more credits for the reconstruction of the communications 
facilities - railways, highways, inland waterways and 
telecommunications; and 

(c) Several credits to resume assistance for earlier IDA projects 
for which disbursements were recently suspended; under these 
credits IDA should disburse retroactively against all 
expenditures made during the interim period in accordance 
with the original credit agreements. 

82. Several credits were in an advanced stage of preparation. The 
Government wishes to reassess its priorities before any of these are 
revived, but I expect that at least some of them will be resubmitted by 
the Government at an early date. 
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83. Although I expect that most members of the Pakistan Consortium 
will come forward soon after recognition with some token commitments, I 
think it is quite likely that we will be asked eventually to play some 
role in selecting and preparing projects, and in coordinating assistance. 
This was the attitude in respect of our Action Program for water and 
agriculture, and I think the reasons for overall close coordination are 
even more compelling now. Such a role would not be easy and would carry 
great responsibility but I believe we could handle it, and should accept it. 
I assume that in due course we will also be asked to form a Bangladesh 
Consortium. However, whatever we may be asked to do - it is definitely 
too early to start talking about this subject in Dacca now. 

84. Our office in Dacca can continue to function. Kuriyama has 
dropped his title of "Assistant Resident Representative in Pakistan -
Dacca"and has changed his stationery to "World Bank Office - Dacca". 
In future he will of course report on all matters directly to Washington. 
With these changes, I believe Kuriyama can operate effectively. His 
return was very warmly welcomed by . - all - Government officials 
and his presence will be very useful for our future relations with Bangladesh. 

cc : Messrs • Me Namara 
Me Diarmid 
Votaw 
Blobel 
Shibusawa 
Kuriyama 
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